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Do You Keep
House

Holland Cltv News.

The new building for the State
Commercial and Savings Bank of

PublUhfd Every Friday. Temu. ft. 60 per Tear
v.th a atjcouHt uf 60 c to thou paying in Advance

Zeeland will be ready for [occupancy
in about a month.

Empire Drops

milder BROA. a WHELAN. PUBLIiHEIU

THK WONDKK MIDICINK

Division Hive, L. 0. T. M., and
AdvertUlngmade known uix>n applleatlon. Holland Citt News Printing Houms the husbands and friends of mem
BootA Kramer Bldg.. 8th street. Holland. Mich

Pjjw

of

bers

*

AND

errv

are

picnicking at Macatawa
Will stop those violent cough*

park today.

VICINITY.

.

of testing

Then

you should look at our line of

Dining Tables

All solid oak with easy running extension
and nicely

We

the eyes and

fitting glasses assures '

you

.

Rev. J. G, Grotenhuis, of MusBert DeBoer will be principal of
kegon,
who with his family is visitthe schools at Vriesland the coming
Mr.
and Mrs. H. Wykhuizen
ing school year.
this week, will leave August 15 for
|kW. Av. Milier of Robinson reports the charge in Detroit which^he rethat his summer visitors could not cently accepted.
stand the light *air uf Michigan and
The schooner Luckey of Buffalo
have all returned to Chicago.
is expected in port with the first
Clarence Edward Pease, instructor cargo of coal brought into Holland
of voice at Hope College, has left harbor. Nearly 1000 tons are on
London, where he has been studying board and it is consigned to Capt.
with Franon Davies,' and has gone Austin Harrington's coal yards.

slides, well

Rain all the forenoon Saturday at
Jenison park somewhat dampened
the ardor of the Woodmen in attendance at the annual outing of Kent,
Ottawa and Allegan counties. How*ver, over 700 were present, and the
Temoon program of games and
attests was carried out as planned.

WE PLEASE PARTICULAR PEOPLE

made,

from $4.50 to $30.00 and guarantee

you have

it,

but if not convenient we will sell you
on easy

payment.

#

A, Brouwer

Jas.

Guaranteed

Satisfaction

A. Brouwer of

W. R.Stevenspn
Optical

Street. Holland.

|

“in Justice

VauDureu’s court in favor

VandenBergof New Holland
ind Drs. Kremeraand Mabbsof this
city whom he refused to pay claimeutttft&istftfuuttifiing their services were not satisfacDr.

tory, has

appealed the case to the

cir-

cuit court.

A. P.

Barretts ”

Pure House Paints
Sold and Guaranteed by
BERT SLAGH,
Citiz. Phone

254

Graham

&

72 East Eighth Street

Morton Trans Co.

George R. Wyman, a prominent
manufacturer of Grand Haven is
dead, aged 46 jeire. He was presi-

WATCH
CASES

.

fairs. For two years he had suffered
from Bright’s disease. He was a
prominent Knight Templar and
Shriner.

Are good, bad and between.

We offer for sale the cases that
axperince 1 as taugh ns are the
very best for the money.
want to sell'cases will make us
budness in the years to come
an i no other jewelercaiordoes
sell at a lower prices than we
do, quality of ca^es considered.
Come in and what we have to
o3er in both cases and move-

We

John Schouten made his first appearance in a Fennville uniform
last week Saturday in the game between Glenn and Fennville and he
made a fine impression,catching a
good game and throwing to second
in good style. He came to bat
eight times, made four singles and
a double, secured his base on errors
three times and scored seven runs.
Fennville won the game by a score
of 38 to 2.

0^

Hardie
HOLLAND DIVISION
Twice Daily steamboat sendee between Holland & Chicago until further
notice. Steamers will leave as foUows:
Holland daily 9 a- m., and 9 p. m. or on arrival of Interurban|car from
Grand Rapids.
Chicago daily at 9 a.m. and 8 p. m.
Passenger fare, , $1.00 on day steamer, $1.50 on night steamer not in- Fine House; a bargain; 14th St.
cluding berth. Berth rates $1 for the lower, 75c for the upper; $lv75 for near Maple; nine rooms, electric
lights,gas, water, newly papered;
entire state room.
Steamer for Lake Superiortwice a week; every Tueday and Saturday from easy terms. $2,300.
Chicago at 11 a. m.
The right is resarved to change this schedule without notice.

For Sale Cheap

POST,

R-H.
J.

Agt,

H. Graham, Pres. & Gen. M§r.

33'W. 8th

St.

Fred Zalsman, Local
Local Phones j Citizens 81
. Chicago dock, foot of Wabash Ave., ’Phone 2162 Central { Bell 78

GOAL AND WOOD
Qrder

it

now

at

the lowest

Price.* All coal guaranteed

well screened and clean.

BEACH AND MAPLE WOOD

Magazines,

in 5 cord lots

or more

at

CHEAP SUMMER READING

ZWEMER
9

Copyright Fiction 50c to

a

$1.1

j

COAL AND WOOD
Phone

A cosy place to take
story. Come in

460

275 E8th

St.

For Sale Cheap

rest while reading an interesting

Beautifulhome located at 222

H. Vander Ploeg,
44 East 8th St.

West 12th street. Reasons for selling are health impaired in this
climate, inquire at the above number for

information.

tf

30

Citz. Phone 459
If

Herron* and Bun

Goods Pres

old. He

Drug

Store

_

DownVL

Ramon'* Pill*— then lone the nertoua eratem

fighed five ounces. Can this record

beaten in Holland?

M. VandenBosch

ZeeFrank Nash has purchased of
land has been committed to the
John DeJonge the house and lot.
asylum for the insane at KalamaNo. 204 West Thirteenthstreet, at a
zoo. Probate Judge Kirby Saturprice of $950. Ernest DeFeytcr haa
day conducted a hearing on the
urchased of Walter C. Walsh the
peition for his renrov.l ,o .‘0
lot
corner Eleventh and
and the evidence was sufficientto
Land streets, for $1,000. Mr. De
warrant the judge in ordering that
Feyter will occupy the house after
the man be removed at once. EviSeptember 1. Both sales were made
dences of insanity became manifest
through the R. H. Post agency.
months ago and lately the afflicted
man has been getting worse. He
The Rev. and Mrs. Kruidenier
was violent at times and had to be and family of Cairo, Egypt, arrived
watched continually.
was a in Grand Haven (Friday night and
former pastor of a church in Zeei are staying with Mrs. Kruidenier’*
of

.syl„m

He

parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.

Pool The

Egypt about a month ago
It is the small savings that couut. {and came home by the way of
This is as true in state as private af- (Naples,stoppingoff there for a visit.
fairs. Says the PawPaw True The Rev. ICruidenier is a missionary
Northerner:“At a recent meeting of in Egypt. He formerly lived in this
the boards of control of the state
asylums,Governor Warner advocatSome months sgo John Mann, *
ed a per capita reduction of one cent.
farmer
living near the Kalamazoo
This the board finally agreed to. The
river, east and north of Fennvilie
seemingly insignificantreduction
lost four or five valuable cattle
will result in a Saving to the state
trom poison, which they procured
of $18,000.This careful examination
in some mysterious manner. Monof the details of the management of
day another was found dead with
state affairs has always been characevery indication of having been
teristic of Mr. Warner in his private
shot through the head. Sheriff
business and we are glad to know
Whitbeck will investigate the matthat he is giving the consideration
[party left

to state affairs.”-

_

ter.

udge Padgham has granted the
The Loyal Temperance Legion
About 150 passengers went to St. motion for a new trial in the case of
was reorganizedat the home of Mrs. Joseph Sunday on the excursion Harry Brown vs. Isaac E. EvansC. St. Clair, Friday evening, and the given by the Graham & Morton Brown brought suit for $5,000
following officers were chosen for line, and so pleased were they with against Evans for alienating the af*
the coming year: Superintendent the trip that it is likely that the fections of his wife and was given
Mrs. Van Ark, president Edward number going next Sunday will far judgment for $1,027 at the DecemLuther, vice president Leon Boylan, exceed 150. This trip has many ber term of the Allegan circuitcourt.
secretary Goldie Price, treasurer advantages over the cross lake trip, The judge is of the oninion that he
Miss Edith Boylan. The next meet- in that there is a beautiful pano- erred in the first trial in excluding
ing will be held at the home of Mrs. ramic shore scene the entire dis- the testimony of Witness Lee Morphy
St. Clair Monday evening, August 17 tance. On the way to St. Joseph, who told of Brown running with anat 7:30. Everybody cordially invited. the steamer passes Saugatuck, other woman at South Haven, Had
Douglas and South Haven. These the witness been allowed to have
Attorneys Diekema and* Ten Cate excursionswill be given every Sun- given all of his testimony it might
appeared for the plaintiff, and C. H. day until further notice. The have lessened the amount of damage*
McBride for the defendant in the steamer will leave Holland at 9 or caused the jury to find no ground*
trial of a suit brought by George B. o'clock and will arrive at St. Joseph for assessing damages.
Tisdale against Joseph Lewis, the at 1.30, leaving on the return trip
She was. a bright girl and they
trial having been held before Justice to Holland after an hour in St.
were at the base ball game Friday%
Gill in Douglas last Friday. The de- Joseph. Fare for round trip 50
She had won his enthusiasticheart
fendant, who was formerlyemployed cents.
understanding the game right off*
as head sawyer in the C. L- King &
and he loved her more than if she
The
haughty
colors
of
the
speedy
Co. sawmill, did a job of plastering
had been his sister. “It reminds m*
for the plaintiffwhich it is alleged LaRita, owned by George R.
of
the household,” he says. Mth»
was not up to guarantee, and the Peare ol the Columbia Yacht club
plate, the batter, the fouls and the
suit was brought to recover $60 paid of Chicago, were lowered Sunday
flies.” “And it reminds me of marLewis. The trial resulted in a judg- by the fast little 21 -footer Hobo,
riage,” she added. ‘‘First the diaowned
by
A.
W.
Hompe
of
Grand
ment for Tisdale of about one-half
mond, where they are engaged; then
Rapids,
in
about
as
pretty
a
match
the claim.
race as has been seen here in many the struggle and the hits, when tha
residence of Emil a day. The race was the culmina- men go out, and finally the difficulty
Schmidt on the old Christie place tion ot a friendly argument. The they have in getting home.” Thai
on the River road in Robinson near start looked bad for the Hobo, but he sat and thought and thought—
Clark’s corner was totally de- a clever piece of jockeying placed CoopersvilleObserver.
stroyed by fire last Friday night. it to the windward. To the northJ. C. Lehman, s&retaryand treas
Mrs. Schmidt was ascending the west buoy the Hobo had much the urer of the Ottawa County Sunday
stairs at about eight o'clock when better of the argument, being School association, is a very busy
she tripped on the cat which was twenty four seconds ahead of the man indeed just now preparing for
lying on the stairs. As she fell the LaRita: At this point the La Rita the great county rally which wiUb*
lamp which she was carrying, fell should have won the race, but bad held in August 15 and 16. It it
from her hands to the room below seamanship in putting out the expected that fully 2,000 people will
where it exploded and ignited some spinnakerin a beam wind killed attend
_____
and the______
officers therefore hav*
of the lighter materialin the room.' her chances.
the southwpst a hard task preparing for them. The
Mrs. Schmidt was at home alone buoy the Hobo was twenty-six Highland Park electric road has
has prepreand before she could extinguish seconds to the good. On the run pared
--- 2, 200 special tickets for ’
the fire or call the neighborsthe home the LaRita, with her 300 feet crowds who will attend the
house was in flames and beyond more canvas than the Hobo, passed the lake. The rally
her control. The dwelling was her, but only crossed the finish line held in the
totally destroyed and the greater ahead of the hobo by one minute the
part of its contents burned. It was and twelve second?. But the Hobo will be
«
__
only partly insured.
won on time allowance.
school
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The farm

$2.60 per cord

Novelties

years

m

35c

J

The Jeweler

Treas.

practice for 35 year* Bottles
containing 75 average doses,

the picnics scheduled for

dent of the Dake Engine company,
member of the board of public works
landau alderman. He had always land,
taken an active interest in city af-

ments

J. S. Morton, Sec’y &

Among

Rev.

C. B. Slagh of New Holland,
whom a judgment was given

Specialist

|f

The Ghas.

is 16

an em-

inent physician and used in his

15 years of age.

ing.

this city.

against
24 E. 8th

favorite prescription of

Jenison Electric park for this month
i John Nordhouse,who served as are: August 17, TheGfangesof J . Thake of Saugatuck has moved
private secretary to Secretary of the Kent county, when a.aoo people to this city to work in the shoe faej
Jfavy Paul Morton in Washington, is will hold a big celebration.August tory.
now in New York City with Mr. 8, C. E. societies of Grand Rapids;
Willard Moore of Allegan has a
Morton, having the same position August 10, Zeeland Sunday schools
White Wyandotte hen which lately
With that gentleman, who is now at picnic; August 12, Grand Rapids
presented him an egg which
the head of the EquitableLife. Mr. Gas company employes, with nearmeasured 7} by 8} inches pnd
Nordhouse is a nephew of Mrs. Jas. ly 400 people will be given an out-

Eyes Eiamined Free
if

now

1

1

Industrial school at Lansing to reis

$

Wul

A few doses will
cure the most obstinate 7
coughs or colds. It is
not a fake or new experiment but the

$41 aod upon recommendation of
County Agent Whipple, Justice
VauDuren sentenced him to the
main until he

almost instantly.

or less.

continentwhere he will take
Claude Zeldeuruat confessed that
lessons of the most eminent teacher
he w*s guilty of forging the name
of Berlin and Paris.
of J. H. DenHerder to a check for

everyoneto be perfect and built on honor.

Cash

fits

relievecroup in five minutes

to the

satisfactory sight

fitted leaves in G, 8 or 10ft. sizes.

have them in price

ing

E&i:

..

%”VV

began to gather around before he
reached the edge of his clearing. |
Once or twice he had tbdtfght that he

HR. BLACK.
White and I went out for trout about a

NEIQHK)EHOOD NEWS
A)Gathcred Weekly By Our

Saugatuck

week a*o-

Whlte’e orach wasn’t very heavy— mine
was great, you know.
One I hooked-a fine two-pounder-nearly got away.
Many CorrespondentsA)
Here’s a picture of the .beauty, taken
yesterday.
White was pretty sore, I reckon, at my
streak of luck.
Bald I was the luckiestAsher he had
ever struck.
Guess mi go again next week If I can
Town Line Items
spare the time;
Miss Lilly
formerly of Last week’s trip was elegant-theweather was sublime.
Port Sheldon visited her grand-

heard some one

calling,

river.
He gave a quick

start

‘

immoni

Let

and now he

recognized the voice of his wife. She
was not at the cabin, but down by the
edge of the clearingthat lay nearestthe

Do you

Sixteen speckled beauties, sixteen. Isn t
that a
, „
^
Ralph Johnson
Frank Poor old Black, he tramped all day and
Ihe Bed Cross Drug store having
only landed two.
Mought it from Thompson & Grice. Robinson of Marion, Mich arrived Here’s a picture of a corker; two pounds
here Tuesday evening and went to
Aat he weighed.
He has leased the building that he
Thought that 1 would lose him, though;
Bim occapies for a term of four work Wednesday forenoon putting
a rattling fight he
*
a new roof on the barn of J. Castler.
Black and I went out for trout about a
years.

few?

ning.

and

„

made.

Wm

Mr.Carr was who a guest of
George Pride has accepteda posiStansbury last week returned to his
tion as representative
of the Oliver
Type Writer Co. and is now travel home in Chicago Sunday.

ng

in southern Indiana with

a

Miss Almira Miles

left Friday

weeks visit with her brother
Lester Miles and family of Grand
The Eastern Star will hold a
Rapids.
lezaar Wednesday evening August
Albert C. Munn and wife of
16th on the Public Square. All kinds
Marion formerly of this place made
«! ornamental articleswill be dis
their parents, Mr. and Mrs., S.
played for sale. Supper served from
Vandewoude a short visit last week
fretill eight.
and returned to Marion Monday.
Arthur Doud has taken contracts
Mrs. Jno. DeBoer returned home
to paint W. P. Sutton’s residence and
from the funeral of her grand
J. 8- Aliber’s store.
daughter after a two weeks absence
Miss Alfretta Smalley was burned accompaniedby her daughter Mrs.
quite badly last week Tuesday. Sam Hathaway.
While mixing gasolinewith boiled
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Owen of
nap for washing, the gasoline be Holland was the guests of their
ome ignited which frightened her mother Mrs. E. Owen Saturday
•n, that she dropped the cup and
and Sunday.
•pattered her dress which caught
toe Mrs. Calkins quickly wrapped
Lightning in the County
ler in a quilt and extinguishedthe
The barns of Frank Wierda and
fire but not until after tho young
Dennis
Bennett in Allendale were
tody a dotting and hand had been
Madly burned but not so badly but struck by lightning Thursday night
tint she will recover without any and totally destroyed. All of the
grain and hay in the barns were lost
oars to speak of.
but the stock was saved.
salary of $100 a month and expenses

Douglas
Wm.

H. Wilson has rented John
Soy’s farm and Douglas home for
.tsmn of five years and bought his
-team:. Be expects to move to his
;

oew

location this fall.

Mrs. Barnes died at the home of
ker daughter, Mrs, C. C. Marks in
Fenn«iUe last week at the age of
pq. The funeral was held at the
Mouse and interment made in the
Fennville cemetery.

E. H. Hathaway is

figuring

on

for a

I

ago,

week
was lucky from

.

the Jump; Black dldn t

stand a show.

THE URCHIN.
Two

swell guys came flut for trout about
a week ago,
All deir tackle It was great, and gee! dey
had the dough.
See this paper dollar;well, dem fellers gave

me two
Jea’ fer givln’ dem some trout I caught in
Mason's slough.
One of dem was mighty fresh; he called me
•’littlebrat.’’

.Jes’ de same I got his dough, so let it go
at dat.
Two swell guys came out for trout about a
week ago.
All delr tackle it was great, and gee! dey
had the dough.
—MilwaukeeSentinel.

In the Nick
of Time

absence.

you

don't.

t

By DUKE

CUYkER

blehead,Elias Towle built his cabin, and
then commencedthe work of clearing

the forest about It.
His family consisted of^a wife and
two
small children, a boy and a girl.
The big barn of A. H. Guild in
The former was five and the latter three
Tallmadge was burned by lightyears of age.
ning in the great storm of last
Early and late the pioneer worked at
Thursday. Loss $2500; insured his task, and one after another of the
for only $600/
forest trees went thundering to the
ground, letting In thd golden sunlight
where shadows had reigned before. -n
Alpena Beach
Last Thursday evening the Thus through the summer he labored
on unceasingly,only quitting his work
Christian Reformed church at long enough to care for the little'patch
Alpena Beach was struck by light- of corn which he had plknted In the
ning and damaged considerably.
springtime,and to keep themselves well
supplied with game, with which the forest abounded, or with dellcioua speckled
Lake £hore

or

by whom,

Of course you

But

From

the time the coffee leaves
factory no hand touches it till
U is opened in your kitchen.
the

Tkla

hm nad« LION COFFEE

the LI1MI OF ALL FACUC1 COVnia.

Millions of American Homes welcome LION COFFEE daily.
There is no strongerproof of merit than continued and increasing popularity. “Quality survives all opposition.”
(Bold only in 1 lb. packages. Lion-head on every package.)
(Save you Lion-headsfor valuable premiums.)

•

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE
WOOLSON

SPICE CO., Toledo, Ohio.

,

them?
The thought sent a thrill of terror to
his heart, and his limbs trembled from
the agitationthat shook his frame. But
Jt lasted only for a moment, and then

What Is Saved
|

to

you when you buy

a

Flour that makes more bread and betmuch earned for you.

ter bread is that

wife In almost a moment's time. "Which
way shall we go?” she
“Up the branch; they must have gone
Aat way. Robert warned to go with me
when 1 started
*
"And he wanted to follow you some
will do this, do you doubt it? Let us tell you how to try it:
time after you bad started. It must be
take a cup of water and see how much flour in weight you
that they have gone that way.”
have to add to it to make the dough tne right stiffness. M&ke
They hurried away toward the bank
this comparison between SUNLIGHT and any other flour you
of the stream, where the darkness lay
are using and you will know for yourself that Sunlight is the
thick beneath the thick branches of the
cheapest and best flour you can buy even if the price is a little
overhanging trees. There upon the
higher. TRY
sanl they sought for the footprintsof
the missing ones, but the gloom was so
great that they could distinguishnothing. In a little time, however, the moon
would be shining brightly,for it was
already rising above the tree
j
They called aloud, but the echoes were
the only answer that came back save the
General Insurance Agents
sound of the dashing water.
On they hurried along the rough, uneven way. At last they saw before theta
la the Twinkling «f ai eye
a patch of bright moonlight lying on
the sand, where it came down through you can be fitted and satisfied with

said.

TTPON the east branch of the Saco,
II away up under the shadow of Dou-

I

LION COFFEE

Rushing Into the cabin, he took down
his rifle and was out again beside his

!

know how

your use

Is another story. Tho green
•errles, selected hy keen
fudges st the plantation, ore
skllltully roasted at oar factories, where precautions you
would not dream of are token
to secure perfect cleanliness,
flavor, strength and uniformity.

came nearer.
“The children are gone, and I cannot
find them,” she answered. “I have gone
all about the clearing,but they are not
here. 1 have called to them over and
over again, but received no answer except the echoes until I heard your
voice.”
“Where can they have gone?”
“I know not, but I fear some haiin
has come to them.”
“When did you see them Ihst?”
“It must have been more than air hour
ago. I was so bfisy at work that I did
not miss them until a short time ago.”
"What can have become of them?”
“I don’t know, but I am almost afraid
that they have tried to follow you.”
He gave a great start at these words
of his wife, for he suddenly remembered
the tracks he had seen in the sand.
What if they had wandered up along the
stream, and the panther should discover

self-possession.

don’t

is fit for

He hastened toward the cabin, calling
to her as he went. With a glad cry she

he recovered his

jH-

through many hands (some of
them -not over-clean), “blended,”

Owen
A South Haven man has the conanswered him, and in the deepening
tract for building a stonewallunder
MR. WHITE.
Mis. Bonner’s cottage. He will also mother Mrs. E. Owen Sunday and Black and I went out for trout about a gloom he saw her hurrying In the same
Mailt an outside cellar for Capt. Monday of last week returning to I was lucky^ from the Jump; Black didn’t direction.
“What is it, Mary?” he cried, as she
her home in Chicago Tuesday evestand a show.
‘Wilson.
C. E. Parrish is now the owner of

.JF JR.

!

when he heard

the burdw of her cry. She was calling
for the children,and the tone of her
voice told him that she was alarmed at
their

9 ^

honestly believe,that coffee sold loose (in bulk), exposed
to dust, germs and insects,passing

Out.”

Sunlight Flour

|

i

IT,

tops.

.

Garrod & Post
POST BLOCK

H^altn

!

a Quarter!

a rift in the foliage.

with a Clothcraftsuit. Why bother
Here, alongside of his own. the father
about merchant tailors and why pay
saw the footstepsof bis children in the
so much when you can get as good
sand.
They were on the right trail then. for less. Better call at The Lokker15
Would Heaven save them frota danger Rutgers
till they could clasp them in their arms?
Slaps The CwITim Works 01
Only a moment did they stop to examThe
Ine the footprints, and then they hurried
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets
onward. Even sow the panther might
be watchingthem, catlike, or feasting cures a cold in one day. No cure,
off their flesh. The thought filledthem no pay. Price, 25
10 iwwith horror,and faster they went, dim*
- ---- -—
berlng over huge bowlders or hurrying
Wanted — Girls and women at the
along the sand, seeking eagerly for the
lost ones.
Lee Paper Company’e big new mill
More than once they cast a troubled at Vicksburg, Mich. Well lighted
look toward some dark pool, as though work rooms, every convenience for
they half expected they might be burled ' employees,fair wages, reasonable
In its waters.
board. Write or come at once.
At last they were close upon the spot
where he had seen the tracks of the
SanJak It Popular.
panther.

People who have tor- ,
old liver flat life a hIs- ,
, All they need Is a]
scientific remedy like

1

f

Henry Ausicker and Ed Whaley
taring a new building erected for
Mis shop next season to be located are doing fine work threshing.
just east of Wm. Drought’s store or They have one of the best machines
in the county. Mr. Whaley lost anwest of Dr. Cousins’ office.
other horse Saturday. This leaves
him but one horse, and the loss
’ AND TONIC PKLLIT8
Jamestown
falls heavily upon him.
kThe Pfll ironies the Uverj
[to action, the Pellets)
There has been another death at
Jamestown of smallpox, the victim
Grand Haven
Invigorate
Lthe system and asais
terng George Hilsey, brother in The transactionhas been closed
.in Nature’s work. i
hwof Mrs. Jennie Hilsey, who ex- whereby Dr. Edward Hofma comes
AtaUDnnMi
pired earlier in the week. Hilsey
and Dealer*,j
into possessionof the Cutler residied la?t Friday and was buried in
dence property, located between the
toe afternoon. Adam Hilsey, husCutler residence and the Slayton
band of the first victim is now very
house on the Sheldon property. This
low with the disease and not exincludes the Cutler barn. Dr. Hofma
pected to live. The disease was
will have this building moved to the
brought to Jamestown by a woman
For Sale by
Washington St. front of the lot and
who had been exposed at Rockford
166 West 13th Street
converted into a residence, which he
and didn’t know it. All of her old
Before them was a ledge of granite,
will make his home and also have
TRIAL DEMONSTRATION HAS PROVEN
Wends called on her one afternoon
which came down close to the water's
offices. Dr. Hofma secures by the
it’s GREAT WORTH.
and several of them carried smalledge. The moonlight lay along Its
purchase one of the finest pieces of
pox germs home with them. The
face and rested at its foot, where was
No remedy has ever been placed
property in Grand Haven. It fronts
heaped a pile' of dead forest trees.
woman was stricken with the dis
on Washington St. 00 feet and runs THE HUGE BRUTE PREPARED
Both the parents uttereda cry of joy,
tase but recovered.
SPRING.
back 185 fqpt.
for here, neitled in each other's arms,
have tried it, and realize now that
There is strong talk again in rail- trout, which filled the waters of the they beheld their lost ones.
Graaf8chap
road circles that the Michigan Cen- river.
Calling them by name, the mother it cures where all other kidney and
One sultry afternoon he quitted hla sprang forward, but suddenly arrested nerve remedies fail.
Henry Menken is spending a few tral railroad is thinking seriouslyof
San Jak restores the aged to a
IvMr
___
___
____
work
of felling the trees, and taking bis her steps, with a cry of terror upon
extending
to
Grand
Haven.
Recentweeks with relatives and friends.
fishing
tackle
he
started
of!
up
the
her
lips.
The
fierce
growl
of
a
pan*
ly
there
has
been
a
change
in
feeling
of
health
and
youth
by
NERVIGOR
01(11
Hr. Menken was formerly an imple
ther fell upon their ears.
officials of the railroad and aggres- stream In pursuitof a mess of trout.
sent dealer in this villlage.
The boy begged hard to accompany Glancingtoward the summit of the
George Heneveld is sick with sive men are now at the head. It is him, but as he was going some distance, cliff, they saw the huge brute prepared
understoodthat the plan is to secure
toenmatism.
he decided that the tramp would be tob to spring upon the helpless children.
the right of way surveyed along the
much for him, and so bade him remain
There was not an instant to lose.
Master Carol Borgman is spending
south bank of the river some fifteen at home with his mother.
With the rapidity of thought Ellas
toe summer with Dr. and Mrs.
years ago by Jerry Boynton and to
Promising to be home by sunset,he Towle brought his rifle to his shoulder disappear, your liver is nourished,
Peppier.
so you need no pills,
come into Grand Haven that way.
went down to the stream, and was soon and fired.
Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Kuizenga
engaged in taking the trout therefrom.
There was a wild shriek, and the bowel trouble
are enjoying a months vacation.
He nearly always had good luck in panther sprang high in the air and are again strong and well. Dr.
.
St, Joseph, rate $i.
fishing, but now it ^as better than usual. fell at their feet. There was a fierce Burnham has spent
They will visit Chicago, Macatawa
lifetime
Muskegon,
rate 50 cents.
He thought that never before had he struggle for a moment, and then he analyzing to find elements to
Park and Muskegon.
Pentwater, rate $1.
known them to bite so well. So he went lay outstretched— dead.
eliminate poison in the human body.
A family by the name of Kasten
on enjoying the sport, and fillingup his
To Prevent Cold Feet
With a glad cry the mother -sprang One trial will convince any person
Sunday August 20.
tare moved from Holland to the
string rapidly.
forward and clasped her children in
Markus place near the Castle.
Train will leave Holland at 9
About half a mile above his clearing her arms, with grateful thanks to
...-ii _ j Vionnir q.ij u„ Y Ramon ’ Pilla— then tone the nervoua ayrtem
them well and happy, bold Dy J. with the Tonic Pellet*. All in one box for 23 eta
a.
m.
his attention was attracted by some
The new steeple of the Christian
Heaven that they were saved.
O. Doesburg Pharmacy, Holland, •«* money uck if not Natufied.
See posters or ask agents for footprintsin the sand. Another glance
leformed church is completed.It
The panther was skinned and its
Mich., who is reliable, returning
told him that they were the tracks of a
2w 31
is a decided improvement. This
hide stuffed, and ever kept after as an
huge panther that had here crossedthe
the purchase price if not as repreweek the old pews will he removed
heirloom in the family.— N. Y. Weekly.
Ordinary household accidents stream. They had been recentlymade,
sented.
and the floors sloped.
AUTOMOBILE
PRIDE.
have no terrors when there’s a perhaps not more than an hour before.
Rev. and Mrs Jacob Van der
He could not resist gazing furtively
Soldiers in Camp at Ludington.
bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
Heulen of Grand Haven and Mr. and
around as though he half expected to see Kt Enables a Woman to Maintain
Sunday, August 13th.
in the medicine chest. Heals burns
Dignity in Her Ugly
the animal peering down upon him
Mib- Spyker of Grand Rapids are
cuts, bruises, sprains. Instant reSpecial train will leave Holland
Garb.
from amid the foliage on the bank. But
•omping at Eureka Park.
lief.
at 6:00 a. m.
he saw nothing, and as he went onward
Ik. and Mite. Breukcr and family
----------Whether automobile dressing for
Round trip rate f 2.
the incidentwas soon forgotten.
of Chicago are here for a short visit.
The trout still continued to be taken women Is beautifulor not is no longer
The only Sunday to visit the
\ Touching Story
Mrs. Kracht and three children of
readily; and so much engaged was he regarded as important It is now boys in Camp this year. H. F. Safe. Always reliable. La4lM.uk
is the saving from death, of the
CHICIIEIITEB'SKSGLISH In _
that he took little note of ho,w fast the thought all but impossible, says the
Grand Rapids are visiting with Mr.
Moeller, G. P.
2w 30 60 14 metallic boxes, sealed with blue - --baby girl of Geo. B. Eyler, Cum- time was flying.
New
York
Sun, to make it becoming.
Taka m other. Refuse 4anr*roM abeti*
and Mrs. George Speet.
t*'HMuaa4Imitations.Buy of your Dnifflel,
-*»»
berland,Md. He writes: “At the
But at last, when the sun could no At the same time there is satisfaction
send 4e. In (tampe tor Partlralar*, Tonti*
The parsonage of the Reformed
fioo.
------ and "Belief for La41es,” <n letter,
age of 11 months, our little girl was longer be seen In the gorge through (n its being so unmistakable.
Mall. 10,000 Testimonials/ Sold by all
atoirch is having a new coat of paint.
"Wherever we go, whether it be to
CHICHESTER OHIMIOAL 00.
in declining health, with serious which the stream'ran, he suddenly beIr. E. Betdiin’i iiti Diiretifc
PHU-A PAe
Mrs. Carrie Kuizenga and two Throat trouble, and two physicians thought himself that It was time for him Manhattan beach of as far as Atlantic
May be worth to you more than
City,"
a
woman
said,
“there
is
no
mischildren Gracie and Eldred have re- gave her up. We were almost in to be turning homeward.
f 100 if you have a child who soils
So he hurried out of the stream, and taking the fact that we arrived in autaroeeS home* after a week’s visit despair, when we resolved to try
bedding from incontenence of
tomobiles.
doing up his fishing tackle, he started
with Rhr. and Mrs. Kuizenga.
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con“Even if it be only a pair of goggles water during sleep. Cures old and
off for his cabin.
$500
1
young daughter of J. sumption, Coughs and Colds. The It was almost sunset now, and he knew that a woman puts on the top of her young alike. It arrests the trouble Wo will pay the shove reward for
Lemmen who was injured by a first bottle gave relief; after taking he would not reach his home muoh be- bat when she gets out of the car, there at once. $1.00. Sold by Heber Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia, Sick CAM d
Indlgertioo,
’ — ' ~
reowing machine on her fathers four bottles she was cured, and is fore dark. But he would not be obliged is no doubt of the fact that she came Walsh
cannot cure
farm, her arm being badly lacerated now in perfect health.” Never fails to follow the stream down, it made In an auto.
Holland.
nouanu, Mich.
baivi
"And with so many other women
m being attended by Dr. Peppier, to relieve and cure a cough or cold. several bends, which, by cutting across,
impelled to come in trains, trolleys
he could shorten the distance.
bund
To Cure a
says that from present indica- At W. C. Walsh’s drug store; 50c
He
hurried along as fast as he was >r boats, there is a satisfactionto any
& Bone Oil prom]
Ramon's
he cannot say whether or not and $1.00 guaranteed. Trial bottle
able, but the dusky shadows of evening woman in this superiority.”
free.
jean be saved.
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MILK GOATS.

Rlpeaeoe and Weather
ConditionsGot era Catting.

of

The harvesting of grain at the proper
time is something of vital importance,
as

It

has much to do with the quality,

also with the shellingand wasting of

same. This is

particularly true of

wheat, as I find the berry Is brighter

and heavier if the wheat

is

cut Just as

soou as the grain begins to harden and

before it is dead ripe. As an example
of this Jones Longberry wheat Is a
beautiful amber color when It Is cut
before dead ripe, but If allowed to
American goat has for gtand ln
fleld
rIpe

the common
some time been kept hi very small
numbers for milk production.The matter has been given no publicity, yet the

^

uncut

lt ig neariy as white as

Golden Cbaff.

In the harvesting of wheat as well as
other grain we must In a measure be

goats have apparently fulfilled all expectations. For Instance,A. M. Evans,
Lonacoulug, Md., mentions a few goats
In his possession which when first In
milk yield two quarts each per day.
The foundation of his flock was gathered together in Alleganycounty several years ago by a gentleman upon
the advice of a physician who recommended the use of goat’s milk for au
Invalid iu the family. The goats Increased Id number and became quite
well known In that county, but they
were attacked by ridicule, which proved almost fatal to the enterprise,and
cry few animals remain at this time.
In another recent letter of Inquiry
about sheep in New Jersey the facts
came to light that there are about 500
goats kept by the Italian colony at
Palisades Park, N. J., and that a good
revenue is derived from the milk, butter and kids. In all probability we
fihall hear of several .other such Instances, especially In the southern

GEESE ON THE

FARM.

THE NEWS IN

|

We

4a AfrakenlngInterest In Them. Decree of
animal industry.
Hie present situation regardinga
milk goat industry in the United States
la confined largelyto an awakening Interest. although there are now some
communitiesof foreignerswhere a considerablenumber of gouts are kept for
milk, the kids being fitted for slaughter. This Is specially true of Italian
colonies. Besides, correspondenceof
this bureau has brought to light the
fact that occasional!;in Isolated places

Hr

DURING ALFALFA.

HARVESTING GRAIN.

Where They Are Desirable.
By GEORGE F. THOMPSON, bureau

i.:"!'"".".'?

Wonderful product that it is. phenomenal in yield and high in value, alfalfa becomes a perplexing proposition
to deal with at harvest time lu any
region to which an annual rainfallof
thirty &r more inches is common, aud
a fair proportion of these rains comes
In intermittentshowers at a season of
the year when mbst beneficial to corn,
potatoesand like crops. The same
rains are alike helpful to the growth
of alfalfa,but their interferencewith
Its proper curlug and preservation la
many times almost heartbreaking.Converting a heavy mass of green Alfalfa,
so largely composed of water, into a
choice quality of, hay outside of the
arid regions requires no small degree
of skill and painstaking. The first and
second cuttings of each season need

scorrs emulsion

the

The Elilbilen, u pure white breed of
goose of large eb.c aud the best quality,
aud tbe Toulouse, a gray aud while,
breed of practicallythe same size, are
equally popular lu this country, writes
s correspondent of Breeder’s Gazette.
1
These two varieties are outstanding fa*
voriteswith the public in this country j
on account of their saw, hardiness and ,

a food because it stands so em-

the market demand for them. Tho
American standardof perfectioncall*
tht of tweuty
for a weight
twenty pounds for mn-

tows

o

And
ing

!

i

.

a

( i

!

h

1

tured males aud the females are required to reach within a pound or two of

j

this

An aged German was found bnMIy
murdered In his home at Chtaw*i

its action is that

1

<

.

medicine,

SCOTT & BOWNK, ChemUn,
NewYork.
Stmt,
50c.

and

f

1.00;

drugglm.

all

Hsignts, in.

«§

The body of g murdered Greek
found In Jersey City, N. J. He had bMR
struck with a hatchet

Send lor Ire. sample.

i

!

new

strength to the tissues, especially

—1to the nerves,

a

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Morton narrowly**
caped Injury In a collision In New JmSL

yet in the matter of restorappetite,,of giving

Week Xndinf As*

Ntae boats c&pelaed by storm dortai
regatta at Pewaukee, Wla

phaticallyfor perfect nutrition.

;

BRIER.

like best to call

Latest Palate la Handlla* It Oateld* They Are Easily Raised, aad Market
the Arid Itegrloae.
Demand la Steady.

*-

An Italian countess committed
clde when she discovered she had Mien In love with a valet.

The Russian preus Is hopeful aaft
To Prevent 4 Gold Any Day
sees prospect of a Russo-Japaaao sAHeretofore the Toulouse has been the take a Rnmon't PiU at firatIndication—oronw
the liTtr, quicken the circulation
and |ro along Uance following peace.
more popular of these two varieties, about your work. Any druggiat will refund the
The Equitable Life Assurant*
but the Embden is rapidly forging to price it not aaliafied.85 centa.
cloty’s businessfor the year will Ih—
the front and promises soon to become
decrease of 950,000,000.
at least as popular as its rival. The
E. H. Conger, ambassador to MMe*
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN—
Tha
Probata
Oouit
color has much to do with this increasand former ministerto Chin*, will retta
ing popularityof the Embdens, as their (or tba County ot Ottawa.
In tha uai Ur of tha eatata of Patar from the diplomaticsendee.
pure white feathers aud down sell more
VandaPoci, Daceaaal.
Five Italian laborerswere struck I?
readilythan the mixed gray and white
Notice ia hereby glveo, <bat four month, from
an
engine and killed at a rallnat
of the Toulouse. In the eastern marlb# and day 0! Aoguat, A. D. 1904, hare beau

j

weight

m

governed by the weather conditions,
but If possible I begin cutting wheat
just as soon as the grain has passed
the dough state, begun to harden and to be cured with specialcare to avoid
the chaff and straw have turned yel- heating and molding in the stack. Below. I set It up In long shocks In pairs, ginners need to beware lu these particaiming to put a dozen bundles in a ulars, for as a matter of fact what to
shock. I have found this fully as satis- do and how to do it must be learned
factory If uot more so than to put it in by practice aud Intelligent observation.
Once thoroughly wet after cutting no
round shocks aud cap it when the
weather is reasonably fair. Much amount or kind of treatment can ever

kets either of these varieties

junction near Alexandria, Va.

commands

allowed (or ciwdltoti to praaent tbelr claim*
a premium wheu fattened to the limit agalnat aaid deocaaed to aald court (or examinBesides these two breeds w’e have In ation and adjnatment,and that alt creditor! of
this country the old common breed, tho •aid deoaaaed art rtqaliad to preeant their
geese being particolored, gray and elalmi to (aid Court, at tba Probataoffloa.In
white In varying proportions.Tho tbs City ot Grand Hu van in aald ooanty on or
China goose Is the bantam of tbe fam- beton tba 8nd day'ol December, A. D. IBM and
tbat aald olalini will be beard by aald Court on
ily of geese. It is valued according to
Saturdaytba and day of December, A. D.
its smallness, the smallest one being
1903 at ten o'clock In tbe forenoon.
given the prize, other things being Dated Aoguat Qnd A. D. IBM.
equal. It is the most prolific of all
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
Judg* of Probat.
geese, and the young are well received

restore Its color or original value as to
quality, to say nothing of the resultant
loss of a very considerable proportion
of by far its most valuable part— the
leaves. About the surest protection
against su'ch a state of affairs Is to cut
at a promising time only as much as
will become quite completelywilted,
that It can be put Into 75 to 150 pound
cocks under caps without wetting.
These cocks should not be left standlag in one place longer than a day or
two or tbe plants underneathwill be
smothered. Two men with forks can
easily and quickly move the cocks a
few feet and thus prevent their doImported Pure Bred
| head8 that get wet and are covered
ing harm. Tbe caps can be made of
Hie pure bred milk goats that
(jjg cap bundles are very liable to
cotton cloth, and three and a half feet
been Importedinto the United States sprout If we have a few hours of hot, square makes a very good size.— Secare all from Switzerland and, with one muggy weather.
retary F. D. Coburn of Kansas In
exception, were Imported In April,
Orange Judd Farther.
IraadllnB Wet Grata.
1004. They are located In Ohio, MaryIf my wheat Is standing In the shock
land, New Jersey, New York and Mas- during a rain, whether In long shocks
SHEEP FOR
RANGE.
sachusetts,but It will be several years . or capped, the first thing I do after the
before their influenceis widely felt
The Merino Give# Beat Kc*ulte— Fu; rain is to go over the fields and
Economy of Goat Keeping.
ture Breeding.
| straighten up all down shocks, and
As far as we can apply the leading where capped and it has wet through
We who have lived iu the west since
features of the milk goat Industry of the cap I take the caps off and set the buffalomoved out are satisfied that
Europe to the conditions prevailing in them up to dry and to allow the top of the Merino gives the best results. In
the United States It can be said that the shock to dry off. I really believe adaptability to range requirements the
the goat is needed by the man who there is but one benefitto come from Merino has proved all right. This type
cannot afford to keep a cow and by making round shocks and capping of sheep is an excellentgrazer, herds
those people especiallywho live In the them. This Is that It keeps the hot sun well in large flocks— In fact, it thrives
suburbs of the large cities and those off the heads and thus does not bleach In bands of thousands as well as any

pains should be taken to set the bundles so that they will not blow down
easily, and I always have my shocks
set north and south, so that they will
get the suu ou one side Id the forenoon
: and on the other side In the afternoon.
I This I consider very important
Wheat will scarcely ever sprout In a
, shock of this kind even if It gets wet
! provided it Is kept up so that none of
| the heads touch the ground. Almost
. any wheat will grow very quickly as
j soon as the heads touch the ground,
and where It Is set In round shocks and
states, wuere there may be a few goats
unipgg it ig very carefullydone
only in a
i jn a |jard rajn jt w||j beat |Qj an(j ^gg

State Senator Frank H. Farris, of MIb>
eouri, was acquitted by a Jury of ths
charge of bribery in the legislature.

Miss Elizabeth Burgess, of Matloot
heiress, leaped to death from fhM
steamer Manltou iu Lake Michigan.
111.,

In a fight In a Chinese theater1b Nbv
York, started by Mock Duck, threeceM*
tlals were killed and several others hat.

A disastrous fire swept through Uni
business section of Wlnnemucca, New,
burning 16 business houses and Inflhfl

81 3w
In the markets. It could be made a
valuable addition to a farm If it was
STATE OP MICHIGAN. Tba Probata Ooun
properly taken up.
The market demand for well finished for tha County of Ottawa.
geese Is practicallyunlimited.Hun- In tha matter of tha eatata of JACOB V' LI KM AN
Jr, Having bean appointed oommlaeionera to
dreds might be kept where pairs are . received, examine and adjuat all claim* and denow and still the demand would not mand* of all paraonaaghlnat aald dacaaaad, we

place.
Goats.

~

1

Ing 990,000 damage.

Isaac Perry, an eccentric Indian character at the age of 97, claims to bsvedfo-

covered perpetual motion and Is
building his own tomb.

w.

BOV

President Roosevelt delivered an aft-

Our people have uot beeu « foo~
a
bt dresa to the Christian Brotherhood off
au ubj Vft vuft/a
eating people in the past, bat
jut the teald
aald court for cradltora
ciwdltora to praaent their claim*tt>
>
Oyster Bay, emphasisingtho necsdUfM
merits of a young goose as
for sound character building.
fowl are liecoming better known and W«at 8th Street lu tha eltr of Hollaed, in aitld A severe electrical storm aocompvfill.

have

j a

.

I

i

county,

for

on tha ISth day of October A. D. 1303 aod

appreciation for this bird Is increasing on tba 37th day ot November A. D 10M. at ten nled by a heavy down poor of rain
Indian*
are o'clock In the forenoon of each ot aald daya,
tbe parpcee of examining and adjuitm* eaid i damage in southern Indiana
grazers and thrive well on grass. They claim*, bated
at over a half million dollars.
may be used to secure a profit from
Mrs. Annie J. Taylor, aged 59, *
( K.rp. Stephan
swampy and damp lands where ortOoiumlialonerS seamstress, and her
dinary stock would not do well and do
nine years of age, WBTV jhMMfl IP
excellentlyon upland pastures. DurSTATE OF MICHIGAN
death In a fire at DallasT l*hrT
ing the summer they require no feedThe Probate Court for the county of Ottawa
A prominent politician of WhltMdV
ing if they have good pasture, and they
In tbe matter of tbe eatata of Kldert Dlekema.
county, 111., was killed by a U-yeap.
will find a living where ordinary stock deceased.
him for a
would become poor and thin. There Notice)!* hereby given th*t four month, from tha I old boy, who mistook the
EHviCS
ataux 01 BV
Is a common belief that geese “poison” 31th day of Ju'y. A. D. 19M, bare been allowed
pastures over which they graze, but for creditor* to preeent tbelr clalmaagain*!aald i wu***'
this la a mere fancy. It Is true that dec ttuied to eaid court for examinationand at'- 1 Fearing bombardment by the JSP*
juxtment, and that all creditor*of aald d( . neee, the commandant of Vladtvnstafe
who work In the mining districts. Dai- * out the wheat as badly as where all the of the mutton breeds do In small flocks. their voldlngs spoil the grass for any
vceaaedare requiredto preaent their claim* to i has ordered all able-bodied ciUseuttB
ties should also be conducted according heads are exposed to the hot sun. In This one feature is the key to the range other stock for the time being, so they
aald court, at the probate offlee, In tbe City of
to approved modern methods, so that a my work of producing wheat for seed sheep business,for sheep that will not should not be confined to a small In^
constant supply of milk may be had thjg tg a point to be looked after, but do well In large flocks cannot be used closure with such stock, but a good
on Frld,r
B. B. Klsran, the Australian amatovr
for sick people and for children^ ; for the farmer who sells his wheat on on the open range. The question Is not shower washes these Into tbe soli aud wllI ^ hwd
what breed of sheep will take the place i the pasture la tken a^good as ever
dayof Nov.mbar,A. D. 19M. at ten Vcloc) In tha champion,in t race at Southport,Eng*
i the market for grinding I hardly think
Bee Rotes From Form Joornoi. ,t pay8._A< H. Foster In American Ag* of the Merino, but what type of
forenoon.
broke the world's quarter-mile swimHives should be shaded during the rlculturlst
patad July, 34th, A. D. ISM.
The Arleabary Daek.
ming record, his time being five minute
cross will best serve the
or Merino cross
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
warm summer months. If the hot sun
Next to the Roueu duck, the Ayles22 1-6 seconds.
range sheep industry. Our present
Judge of Probata.
la allowed to shine on tbe hive the bees
Edmund Furthminn,of Chicago, to*
range sheep are of mixed blood, tbe bury Is probably the most popular In
Alfalfa For Seed.
3»-8w
are apt to come out and hang In clnsmer assistantstate’s Attorney and wteIn order to seed well alfalfa requires Merino largely predominating.The England. This Is due to Its rapid
ters.
known traction lawyer, died at
rather dry weather conditions during two distinctpropertiesor qualitiesin growth and the ease with which It
STATE OP MICHIGAN
If you have a good Italian queen use
Evanston hospital after on ops tatter
the period of blossoming and seed for- the demands of a flock are wool and
Tbe ProbataOonrt for tba County of Ottawa.
her for a queen mother. But rather
for appendicitis.
^ matlon; also It Is necessary to have faId
tba
matter
of
tbe
aetata
of Hendrik
than use a hybrid select pure black Torable weaUler wbea
„ bar. It Is believed by many that these
v A row boat carrying Miss Aebe
, Fouler, Deceased.
.tock, no matter how desirablethe by- - veeted ln or(Ier t0 sccure a good qual|. properties cannot be combined In tho
Notice la hereby given tbat four month* from tba McBride and Carroll Powers wag
brld colony.
ty of seed. By using the third cutting one breed; that the Merino, while It has
90tb day af July, A. I)., iJOS, have baan al- swept over the dam In tha Elkboot
Bees generally bnlld their combs parfor seed the farmer Is enabled to take the wool propertiesmore strongly delowed for cradltora to praaent tbelr clalma agalnat river, near Norfolk, Neb., aad both the
allel to each other, but they do not so
aald dacaaaad to aald court for examinationand •cou pants were drowned.
two hay crops and one seed crop off veloped than any other breed, lacks In
generally hang the whole mass parallel
adjustment,and that all cradltoraof aald
the land In a season, while when mutton quality and quantity. This is
Edward Coffey, a farmer of Lexto*
to the side of their hive If left to their
dacaaaad are required to praaent thalr clalma
the second catting Is left for seed the not a well establishedstatement In all
ton, Ky., shot and Instantly klllaA
lo said court, at the Probata Office
own
1
_
growth after harvesting the seed crop Its scope. Tbe Merino In quality of
John Ingram, another fanner, la m
n tbe city of Grand Haven In aald county, on or
wU1 hardly be sufficient to furnish an- mutton may be bred to compare favorquarrel about a ditch. Coffey then Esbefore
tba 30th day ot November, A. D., 19M
gulshed by their cautious flitting, dodgotber hay crop that season, although ably with any breed not a special mut- j
and that aald clalma will be beard by aald court on caped. Both are prominentmen.
ing, sneaking, guarded movements as
ton animal, such as the Southdown. In
It may furnish fall pasturage.
Monday, the 30ib day of November,A. D., 1MJ6
Judge Barnes, of the Nebruka bhthey hover about the entrance In fear
If the third crop Is tbe one left for quantity of mutton tho Merino as It Is
at ten o'clock In the forenoon
preme court, granted a temporary Inand doubt as to the advisabilityof en- seed the second bay crop should be found on the western range is deficient,
Dated July 20th A. D., IMS.
junction agalnst^ ths Nebraska Orala
tering.
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
harvested early In order to allow as due, however, to careless breeding and
Dealers'association, which, it IsallegBdL
Judge
of Probate.
long a period as possiblefor the growth handling of the flock. How can an imis operating as a trust and In restrate
Device For ProtectingPlanta.
8W 29
of the seed crop. Such observations as provement be made and retain all of
of trade.
A very neat way to protect cucumhave been made on this point would In- the present good qualities of the range
8lxteen-year-oldEstel Payton, wh9a
bers, melons, tomatoes, etc., from the
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProbataCourt
dicate that when the third crop is left Merino? This is an easy propositionto
catching In a baseball game between tai
ravages of leaf eating bugs Is sugfor tha County of Ottawa.
for seed the resultsare even more fa- solve so far as the theory of breeding
At a aaaalon of eaid court, held at tba pro- amateur teams at Nasby Corners, In*
gested by an' American Agriculturist
TYPICAL ENGLISH AYLESBURY DUCK.
vorable than when the second cutting Is concerned.The use of the largest,
bata office in tba oltjr of Grand Haven, In said was struck over the heart by a foul tip,
correspondent.Have a cone shaped
made the seed crop, and the saving of best type of Ramboulllet-Merlno rams, fattens,writes qh English correspond- county on tbe 3rd day >of July A. D., 1903 He threw the ball back to the pltdM*
cover made of wire netting or fly
the third crop for seed does not seem to for Instance, on the present flocks on ent of Reliable Poultry Journal. The
Praaent: HON. EDWARD P. KIRBY, Judf* and dropped dead.
•creen, as shown In the sketch. Cut
decrease the vigor of tho alfalfamore the range will In two or three crosses ; Aylesburyduck should weigh between of Probata.
Gen. Joseph H. Lyon, ot LeavHhr circularpiece twenty Inches In dlIn the matter of tba aetet*of
than the cutting of the second crop for produce the sheep desired. Much six and seven pounds and have t
worth, Kan., has been appointed temShropshire
blood
already
permeates
pinky
white
bill.
Tbe
body
should
b*
seed.— Kansas Farmer.
Albertos HeUenthal, Deceased.
porary major general of the unites*
many of our flocks, and this has proved a very massive, with good girth, deep aad
Rlemke flel'enthal baring Iliad lo aald court rank, Knlghta of Pythlaa, to fill to*
straight
keel,
a
full
breast,
carried
lew.
valuable
cross.-Denver
Field
and
Farm.
Art la Driving the Mower.
bar final administration
account, >nd her petition vacancy caused by the death of Gan.
and crop almost touching the ground.
Every young man and bo^ In Amerpraying for tbe allowance thereof and for tba James R. Carnahan.
How to Break Up a Hen.
ica thinks he can drive a mower as
•Mlgumentand distribution of tba rettdue of Mid
John Muellar must hang for the nnm
During late spring and summer
A Word For the Lepkora.
MUte,
well as anybody the first time he takes
dar of his wife and two children.
broody
hens
are
numerous.
Unless
A
general
purpose
fowl
should
lay
a
the lines, but the fact iq It requires os
It la ordered tbat tba
Jury Rt Chicago, which hoard the cate
much skill and vigilance to drive a wanted for sitters the habit should be good sopply of eggs, be good as a table
readied a conclusion In Just 95 minute,
31st day of July, A. D. 1905
broken
op
at
tbe
first
signs,
for
by
and
tbe
hens
should
bird
at
hn
iy age,
mower well and keep It In good order
a PLANT PROTECTOR.
at ten o'clock In tba forenoon,at said probata and at the end of that time a verdict waa
os to drive a locomotive engine. Hie quitting It early the hen will resame be good sitters and mothers, writes F.
offica, ba and la hereby appointed for exam- returned finding the defendant guilty
ameter. From one side make a straight . lines must be kept tight and a con- laying much sooner.
H. Valentine in American Agriculturining and allowing said accountaod bearing the crime committed January 11 last
cut to the center of the piece, then ' stant watchfulnessdirectedto the
One method often used is to put the ist As to the first of these requisites
said petition.
bend the piece into a cone by lapping |
t0 the standing grass ahead and broodies in the pen of surplus mak
the Leghorn’s reputationIs well estab- It is FartherOrdered, That public police
the two cut edges and fasten with a ^
Knives that are cutting,to guide birds, an excellentplan when one has lished. As small broilers, the cockerels tbaraol be given by publioatbn of a oopy of
MARKETS.
piece of wire or heavy twine. Tainted the team exactly right and watch that the surplus males. Only a few have are unexcelled.They will make a this order, for three inoeessirsweeks prsvloua
green and placed over each plant with the knives are not clogged with mouse them, however,and the device shown weight of one to two pounds about as to said day of b taring, in tbe iBollavd
LIVE •T^K-Bteers.^.T.^I
the edges pressed slightly Into the soil, | negta on the guards. Of course the on this page will prove satisfactoryto quickly as auy other breed. After this Nzws a newspaper printed and elraulated in

in every great market. Geese

Angvt^A.b.iwj.
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they will give a good shade for plants Knives must be kept sharp to do good
and will protect from bugs, Insects, work and lighten tbe labor for the
birds and other pests.
team, and the machine must be frequently oiled to make It run well and
to keep It from wearing out too soon.
Tbe bars should be frequently examined to see that they are not working
Set cabbage plants for the late crop. off the bolts.— Country Gentleman.
late use.

of Probate.

GARDEN HINTS

Sow wax beans for a succession.
Use tobacco dust plentifullyfor bugs
Early Egyptian or Eclipse varieties
on squash vines and keep the ground may be sown for young beets next fall.
stirred around
„
Keep an eye for bugs on cucumbers
In sowing radishes for succession
cultivate the young plants,

them.

lect early

|

in sowing lettuce seed at this season

A

light application of bone dust Is select a shaded, moist spot
sometimesrecommended for the melon
Use kerosene emulsion on squash
plants.
vines for the vine borer; also cover the
Continue to hoe the lima beans, and > joints with fresh soil
assist them In starting to climb the Coitlvate the melon plants often.

P°le9-

Use hellebore Instead of parts green
German Irises are gorgeous flowers the last brood of currant worms,
for the garden, flourishingIndefinitely |
Qot 000^1 to grow rhubarb
with almost no care when once estab- from seed, but It could often be done to

It

lished.

'

advantageIn gardens where quantities

In the ornamental garden there Is
some danger that the beginner In plant
grouping will make all his groups alike.
This is a very easy thing to do. Single
trees or shrubs often appear to advaat-'t.*'* when good In all respects and

are required for forcing, according to

properly

collection.

placed.

/

an English authority.

Cut away the fading flowers of all
plants. If allowed to ripen seeds the
flowering will be Impaired;besides,
faded flowers mar the beauty of the

KGOst^mh

-Per bu. (new).

quantity of food, time of feeding,grit,
water, etc., one need never even know

lint

all such. It Is simply a slatted box
made large enough to accommodate all
toe bens yon expect to break up at one
time. The slatted bottom makes It
necessary for the birds to roost all toe
time, and If the box Is hung up as
shown in the Illustration they will have
to pay some attention to balancing
themselves, both of which tend to do
away Witt notions of Incubating. If
hung In the pens the birds can be
quickly and easily handled. Two or
three days In this coop will break up
toe habit of toe average ben. Supply
plenty of feed and water. To deprive
broody bens of either means to delay
laying,concludes a writer In National

anything but health.-AmericanAgri

lowance thereof,

Stockman.

gather.

CAGE FOB BROODY BIRDS.

annuel end fln&l account ts guardian of
aald ettiil* end his petitionpreying for tbe al-

t It la

culturiit.

Cat Bose.

Cth day

ordered tbat tbe
of

September, A. D. 1905

Corn, Now, Beptem5er?T..
tembor ...........
Oats. Bept«
Barley, Malting.
Ry*. September...

MILWAUKEE.
OEAIN— Wheat, September.9
tember

Green cut bone Is a raw meat ra
tmbor.
tlon. It Is cheap. It Is beneficial In st ten o'clock in tbe foreaoon. at aald Probat*
Rye.
KANSAS CITY.
many ways, both as a food and tonic, office, be aad is hereby appointedfor examinlays a writer in Country Gentleman. ing end allowing*a!d account and tpriog GRAIN— Wheat, September..9
said petition
It Is easily obtained and easily fed and
It Is further ordered, that public notlo#
la a paying Investment
•

•

E**a For Hatekla*.

Of*

Calves ..............

In tb* matter of tb* eeUt* of
HOQfi — Light Mlaod
To Halaa Chlekaaa.
Heavy Packing ....
Cornelius
VanDommelen, Henrietta
Surround your chicks so completely
with healthful conditionsthat disease VanDommelen and John Van
cannot enter. With strict and vigilant Dominelen, Minors.
:!!!!!!!!!
attention to cleanliness,quality aud
Jacob VanVoorrt haring filed In said oonrt his

>

se-

varieties.

ooanty.

copy.)

- plant sweet corn for succession and

It Is late to plant cucumbers, but
they are sometimesput in successfully
for pickles In the early days of July.

M •

foe gain Is slower, but they make the
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
FLOUR-MUm. Patents .....
size required for small roastersIn good
(A true
Judge of Probet*.
WHEAT— September ........
time. And a young, well grown and FANNY DICKINSON.
December
well fattened Leghorn makes a dainty
Probate CUrk.
9#-8w
morsel. The people who condemn the
Leghorn as being nothing but skin and
bones or no better than a crow, simply At a Meeloo of said court, held at tbe ProCHICAGO.
don’t know how to feed poultry. When bet* offle*. In tb* City of Oread Keren. Is CATTLE— Choice Steers ..... 16 40
Common to Good Steers.
It comes to older birds, the same Is eld county on tbeblst dey of July, A. D. 1903.
Infr’r to Common Bteers.
BU
Proeent: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judg*
true— well fattened,they are all right
Bulls. Common to Choice.
said

thereof be given by publicationof a copy ot
order,for throe suooestlv*weeks prerloew

this

to said day of bearing. In tb* HollandCity

Eggs for batching, whether in an In New*, a newspaperprinted and circulatedla
Abator or under hens, should be aa aid county,
near the same age as It la possible to
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
fit them and uniform In size. Never
(A true
Judge of Probata
FANNY DICKINSON.
set very large aad very small eggs J*

copy.)

ProbateClerk.
Iw.BI

St

wwm

rm^nryYou near

AdditionalLocal

kicka, hear kicks in

manyu!.jli£ferent; iaiignages;{>jpince

VenetianJI Evening^
aimed

at the

the

'

Kev. L.
is

Tenth street, August 16 for A. C.
William Westveer, employed gt VanRaalte Relief Corps and friends.
the First State bank is taking a two
Be sure and attend John Vander-

services in South Haven Sunday.

Pere Marqueitte1 railway

Wmpafc$:,
Ot^W:

One kick

14;

;

service

1

ifrom

Beach to Graml Rapids after

fireworks was

d

The

preferable to waiting and riding.

other is aimed at the

Gram

when

home.

$3.65 shirt waist suits for

98c.

-

ladies o( St. Francis church

will give a lawn social gt the

homestead, corner

Yates

of River and

Eleventh streets,next Tuesday eveFrank M. Johnson of New ning. Ice cream aud cake will be
York will conduct services in Grace served and fancy articles Will be

vnA

-ad

Sunday morning.

Episcopalchurch

sold.

1 Prof. Henry R. Brush has been
book-buyingtrip secured as professorof French and
German in Hope college. He is a

Henry Von der Ploeg, the book-

It was walk cr

Chicago.

store man, is on a

wait and most of them walked. -

to

Steamer Holland with a Comfortable Load Aboard

You hear no kicks, however of the

The Ladies of

G. R., H. & Chicago Intenirban
railway company. It had a big

The

Rev.

the

.carry ;them

All invited to attend.

teenth street.

in the early morning

wearied travelers artfvet
m Grand Rapids they found
Grand Rapids cars in waiting to
hours

sluis’

John Knoll is building for himself
a new residence on West Seven-

-.0

Rapids Street Railway cotnpany' because'

weeks vacation.

general clean up sale in every
department.
All summer goods must
There will be services in the Gergo
regardless
of cost. Just think
man church next Sunday -morning.

wofully inade-

quate, so inadequate that walking
iraft

Mrs. Ella Thompson and Mrs.
a thimblo
v/.
oonn conauc
C. A. jj
L.. John
conducted., party at the former’s residence, West
.Maggie Misener will give

the

,

|

German church F"d“a'ed ^

RfieS'rVeCa'-

IK

crowd

^“oV^wTstSt^tt &renS,ria ,h'""

come and take part in the work- court and the court habitues who John Dykstra, B. Steketee,John
OhlO, Illgh School.
be taken Bring your lunch baskets, filled of relishspicy stories were disappoirt- Brouwer, Henry Luidens, Al Kid- TuefidavAVAninrr
Tuesday evening Aug. 15. All come.
In addition to the steamer Mary
care of
an hour, nor in tliree course, and hot coffee will be served ed. This was the breach of promise ding.
City Surveyor Price has complet- the Macatawa Park associaiionhas
to make the meals more enjoyable suit brought
Miss
Johanna
Program
and
Speakers
Will
hours. But every available bit o
Bring your hammer, saw, rake, team Harkema against William Grote, Brtyman, John B. Mulder, E. B. ed the work of taking the levels and cnanerea
chartered iqe
the Arinur
Arthur 3.
S. to assist in
rolling stock was pressed into service
of horses or anything you may have both of Holland. The case was Standard, Con DePree.
making a profile for the grading and taking care of the ferry and excurand so apparent was the desire o that can be used in repairing the noticed for trial and when it was
Of I .olnmnift
cmn fraHp
nf
D «...
Sports: — Jacob Lokker, J. B. graveling of Columbia avenue, from sion trade in place of the Post Boy
to

handle. All could not

m

by

nvnnna

in

tUa

Sixteenth to Twenty-second street, which was burned last Monday.
reached on the calendar it was an- Hidden, Charles Doesburg,
J.
and the improvement will be made
nounced by Attorneys Diekema & Whelan, Ben. Mulder, B.
The members of the fire depart'
at once;
Kollen that a settlement had been Kaalte, jr., jolin Bou*s.
ment with their wives and best girls
reached between the parties and the
A Chicago paper says: “Long will picnic at Saugatuck next Wedin a desire to please and so wejl was
August ,18 to make of the “bee” a case would not be tried.
Conferences
in Chicago between the nesday. They will charter two cars
the crowd handled that the kicks rousing success.
The case for violation of the liquor
officials
of the
Graham a
& Morton and take
w
tii«»iai a wi
me
uianam
uifce me
Dana alongthe umzens
Citizens band
w'ere hfl kept for the Pere Marquette
(Signed) Board of Directors of S- law against Henry Gildner was anline and mlmberf of the Craig Ship- The base ball argument between the
0. & W. A. Agricultural Society. nounced as ready by both sides. In
and the Grand Rapids Street railbuilding Co., of Toledo, has led to firemen and the band will be settled
the case of the people against
way.
the belief tnat
one or two
new on that day either at' the Jenison
........
......
Anthony VanderBie and Jacob ZuiPost
Boy
Burned
To
Waters
steamers
for
the
Lake
Superior
park grounds or at Saugatuck.
Thia khstoce of kicks is largely
dewind, their attorney L. Y. DeVries
route
are
being
figured
on.
The
Edge
PROMINXMT AND wsaupitt frrr lloulcare De,nK ngured on. The
due to John Busby, superintendent
Plans for the $30,000 jail and
has made a motion to the court for
Burned to the waters edge in a continuance,which is under consid- TON CXABOBD WITH THZYY f01"-3 opened last spring end sheriff’s residence Allegan county
cl the, road* rHe is Johnny on. the
has been very successful.”
is going to build were taken to
OB BIG BTOL
ipM when it comes to handling Wil- conflagration that damaged the mar era'ion of the judge. They were
chinery almost beyond repair, was. Arraigned and a plea of not guilty
Henry
Winter
of
the
firm
of Charlevoix Tuesday by Supervisor
ing stock on an electric road
the fate that befell the ferry steamer entered. In the people against Ralph,
R. N. Ellis of Allegan, chairman of
<»nnofc be approachedin his lipe. 5dst Boy, -owned by the Macatawa
the buildingcommittee, for subWagenaar, for violation of the liquor
When he bad charge of the electric ’ark company, early Monday morn- law, it was announced that there
mission to the state board of corBtiurntd— XilwaukasaaXakaa a
• I •
rpad running from Detroit to Pontiac ing.
rections and charities in session
would be a plea of guilty entered.
Counter Attack.
Barney McDonald and Joe Kelley The case of Berend Zuidema for sellfrom among 30 others who had. there. If the plans are approved
.thepeoplealong the right of, way
were the! only members of the crew ,ipg mortgaged property, is ready for ' Milwaukee,Aug. 5.— Charles F. Pfis- The selection of Mr. Winter is a the committee will advertise for
BBt their clocks by the passing inon board and they were glad to this term. The attorneys in the aa- j ter*
the wealthiest and most good ore as he has a wide ac- bids and get the * work started as
terurbahs.They knew they were al- escape minus shoes, minus hats and
sault and battery case against Promlnent citiiensof Milwaukee,was quaintance in Holland and the soon as possible.
minus other articlesof clothing.
ways on time to the minute.
Thomas VanEenenaam gave notice1 lndlcte<* by the grand jury of Mllwau- country and villages stirrounding
Mrs. Henry Vanderbelt, formerly
Evidently the fire started in the
Yes, you hear kicks since Venein court that the case was ready for f'® .TS
*eal_ and is capable in every wav. He
x>iler room and the flames had a trial- Wm. Johnson plead miiltv to 1 » 8 J14:000beIon8,D* t0 the Wisconsin will retain his membership in the Miss Jeannette Vlien.a bride of a
tian Evening, but not on Jack
i
^
Renderingcompany of this city. At the
week, has appealed to officersto lojood start when first seen. The Post
firn of Notier, VanArk & Winter.
Busby.
ny f.IJ}rn a f
time indictments were returned
cate her husbanij. The 'ease Is a
Joy was lying along side the big
the day time and he will probably be against four others; the charge of
Thirty one customers of the pitiable one. Mrs. Vanderbelt,
scow south of the boat houses near sentencedthis
j bribery being alleged In three of the
Guthman
Carpenter «& Telling Shoe claims her friends have aty denied
Macatawa Park dock and near to her .! George Taylor pleaded not guilty , indictments and one of perjury. The
Base Ball as It Is In Grand
company, living in all parts of the her a home. She, is qpmQejftd to
was
the ferry steamer Harvey Wat:,
to assault, with intent to do great I H*t ot persons for whom capiases were
Haven
son. It looked for a time as if thf bodily harm less than murder, and ls8Ued the charges are as follows: United States are being entertained spend the daysman lights on tho
Base ball ^bas been at a fine Watson too was doomed hut Capby the company today. After break- street’ The penalty for wife desertion
hih trial was the first on the criminal i ^ar*es Rfleter, capitalist, one infast at Hotel Holland, escortedby is severe in Michigan and should the
stage in Grand Haven this season. tains Beckman and Young cast off
calendar to be taken up. The liquor ! ?lctm“t; '"t®* j0l“* r
Mr. Telling, they visited the missing husband be located he will
Nines selected from employes of ler lines and took her out of danger.
tannery and the factory district. doubtless be glad to support his
i'rom
then
until
the
flames
were
fTt,,
Grand Haven manufacturies and
^!{.hat!d; Whe, aPPeal 0886 or. one indictment,embracing 14 This afternoon they will go the wife rather than stand the consesubdued the Watson played an immade up of local men have, been in
against William Cushaway were counts; bribery. Barney A. Eaton, rounds of the parks and will have quences.
wrtant part in saving the boat
keen competition and the excite louses, yachts and launches. Cap! ready for trial. As had been expect- state senator, one Indictment; bribery. supper at Hotel Macatawa. They
6jd,I)ipiaqiJu.
Johnson! pleaded guilty I Frank F. Schultz, formerly newspaper
will leave on the Chicago boat towent has been intense all season. tain Auatia Harringtonnnd Captains
Dear Gus: — I have solved tbeA.
to forgery and that does away with reporter,one indictment; perjury,
Crowds of nearly . »ooo attend the leckman and Young -were busy one of the most important cases of ! T^e in<Hctment against Mr. Pflster night.
mother-in-law problem, just give
evenr minute. When it looked as if
't Rkmesandthe fans are revel ibg in
the^ferm. He will probably be sen- alleges that on March 30, 1901, the acPhil St. Clair won third money her regularly Hollister’s Rocky
the flames wppld be communic ated
tond^d duripg tl e present session cused “Was bailee of a large sum of in the 2:28 trot at Grand Rapids Mountain Tea. It will make her
pcstacies bqfn of the conflict!Happy
money aald to be 914,000, said amount
to nearby floating,! pioperty a .line
of ^ the ^ourt. In the case of peoyesterday. First money was won healthy, happy and docile, as a
r fiGnad Haven:! Enyifd Grand Hawas run to the Post Boy and the ple against David Blom for violation being placed in his hands and depositlamb. 35 cents. Tea or Tablets.
ed with him for the Wisconsin Ren- handilyiby Blue Peter. The feature
ven! Holland was in the same boat Watson towed her out of the danger
of the liquor law. On motion of dering company, for the purpose of of the final heat was race for second Haan Bros.
once. Then danger Came. A leap zone. In spite pf their efforts how- James J. DanKof, attorney for Blom, obtaining for the WlaconsinRendering money between Burnet and Phil
was made from amateur to profes- ever, the sailboat “Kid,” owned by the information was quashed km company a large and valuable contract St. Clair. Each had captured one
If youarq troubled with dizzy
dema Bros, of Grand Rapids, was, Mr. Blqm . discharged. William from the city of Milwaukee for the col- second and one third. They raced
aioaal base ball and misery came.
spells, headache, indigestion,condestroyed, and the sailboat Siren,
lecting,transporting and disposing of
Let Grand Haven take heed of owned by J. M. Baker, was damaged.1 Johnson was brought in for Sentence garbage, and if not so used and ex- together nearly all the way around stipation, Hollister’s Rocky Mounfor stealing a dinner pail in Hollanc
the course in the last heat, but tain Tea will make you well ^od
what happened to Holland. Even The loss in these cases, however,
pended to be returned to the Wisconsin
in July. Johnson has been in jail for
Burnet forged ahead at the finish. keep you well. If it fails get your
now a glance at the accounts of the were not of great extent- The great about twenty-six days and Judge Rendering company, and not having In this race P. V. Johnson of Kalamoney back. That’s fair. 35 cents.
bene
used
for
the
purpose
aforesaid,
games leads to the suspicion that oes was the Post Boy. She was valued Padgham sentenced him to sdrve and whilst he was bailee of said sum, mazoo, owner and <driver of the Haan Bros.
at 18,000 and insured for $5,000. four more days to complete a sentome ringers are being drafted. Be
did unlawfully, feloniouslyand fraudu- winner, Blue Peter, was fined $10
ut this does not measure the loss,
tence of thirty days.
lently steal, take and carry away and for the use of a whip longer than
careful about taking the next step.
X« sack ffird y Ftil
t is the height of the season now.
fraudulently convert the same to his the rules allow.
It may lead to professionalismand Just the time when the money
to
the
makers
of Clothcraft Clothes.
own use.
choas. It’s rare fun and it stirs up lould flow at high tide into the cof- Citizens Meeting Fixes Wed- “ Indictment Causes Sensation.
Base ball germs were scattered to They have succeeded in combining
The Indictmentcaused a profound the four winds with every crack of all of the essentials of good clothes
rare feelingsof excitement when fers of the Post Boy. The first part nesday August 23, as Date
sensation.Mr. Pfisetr la engaged In the bat when the hardware men and with a mxlerate cost. Tne Lokker
of the season was simply a prepara.of Farmers Picnic
you are watching with bated breath
15.1
tion for the ferry and jxcursion So persistenthas been the de- many of the blggeat enterprisesof the dry goods men met in sanguinary Rutgers Co. sells
the settlement of the supremacy
Milwaukee. He la a director of one
conflictatJenisonElectric Park on
1 n3t Pr?,Vai 8 now‘
for a farmers picnic that in of the leading banka, owns a large
among your local boys, but ‘iftfan tram?
The Post Boy was repaired
td’the bit- repeated question Interestin a big tannsry, la proprietor Hollands Business holiday. The RABBIT-HUNTINGCOYOTE&S
professionals compete it is different spnng at a stiff cost, and 500 ne^p.whpti;are we going to have the
of * large hotel and owns one of the germs found lodgment in the sys- Prairie Wolves at Times Display
leading newspapers of ths city. He tems of nearly every business man
it cists mor6, " Aye there’s
Great Sagacity in leaking
has
perhaps done as much or more in Holland and as a result ether
•nthe.fnb. It costs more.
Their Prey.
than -any other dtlsen of Milwaukee In sanguinary conflicts have resulted,
It costs so much that you cannot
btllMteg np the dty.
and still there is more to follow. “On the north side of the Colorado
!rl*flstsrMakes Counter Attack.
Stand the strain more than a teas, beam and yas licensed to carry 300 outing, hm <
Fire companies No. 1 and No. 2 taayon, In northern Arisons, are tha
^ .{w ,,rioa
,Mllwaukse, Aag. 7.— Charles F. Pflslocked
horqs in a practice last Mon- Buckskin mountains. Ones, while ridon, and then deteriorationcomes
^ ''' Great 'enthUsiasmfdctelipfid-iat
ter; 'who was Indicted by ths grand
ing along looking at the beautiful
frbm professionalball to nothing. , The resortere will not be incon- the •meeting, the > coftslmur-'o Wry Friday, Charged with larceny as day night and when the debris was
scenery,relates s writer In the Washingclearea away No. 2 claimed victor r
For when the fans get a taste of vemenced by the burning 9f tW tyfaioA being thhctosstnu^aslhe bailee of |M,000, has issued a defiance
ton Star, I noticed that two coyotes
Post Boy, as Judge liveretts
fcrifcfc -aetiiiere, which was practically by a score of 14 to 8. Now the fire- were hunting, and they, started a big
Ulf iavRatton to come forward at once men are seeking the scalps of the jack rabbit. With a bark and a yelp
haven°
other and the contests of local
ita preve their one. m» action took band boys and well— there will be the ebase began. It was worth wltneaatki Shape of a1 ctvU suit commenced blood on the moon when they get to- Ing from the point of vantage I occuamateurs will no longer appeal to worthyandis capable in eVetf Way
igalntt the Wisconsin Renderingcom- gether.
pied, and I watched it from the start
* dulged in. .regarding the, date ,but
the pandered taste and the whetted of taking care of the trade.,
pany, «ted S. Gvom, Joseph Schaaf, R.
to the finish.> For the first few jumps
Captain
Hamilton
say.
liattha
finally WadnMday, Augu«n3,«as
.. appetite of the professionalfiend.
Schoyer,Okarles Frsdrich and Henry
Warrants were issued by Police both coyotes rushed and yapped at tha
Park associationis pn the lopkopt seleifed. ' The Picnidwillbeheld J. Kllllly j These defendants were
Professionalbase ball may be all
Justice Hun ton of Grand Haven for ,top of their lungs. Then one of them *
members bf the rendering company, or the following young men living at fell back and lay down In the ipov
guarantoifofthe opfopanyitfotte,and
Ferrysburg,charged with highway until he blended with the landscape.
the cost, but it won’t do for some craft in readiness for next season wTtiT
Mr. Mater demaids the return of
robbery
upon August Hartel in The other coyote forged on at a hard
96,542 said to be jfo him.
The Post Boy saw strenuous days view of getting thfe company to a
rate after the jack rabbit, following aa
places. All right to have it once in
Grand
Haven
Saturday night: Ben
^Uo^ialsaost Immecloselyas possible, and keeping up hit
before
she
came
to
Holland.
She
aist in the celebration.' . ,
five years. Holland may be able to
Vanderkolk, Claus Mefenkamp, Fred yelping at a great rate. Little by Uttla
was built in 1888 and traded for
A motion was made and seconded
try it again in a couple of years.
Vanderwagen, Flores Bolthouse, and the rabbit swerved towkrd the left untime on the Saginaw nver. During that in addition to the regular reEdward Relstab. At the hearing in til he had finally made the circle and
Grand Haven, in the meantime, if the world s fair at Chicago she fur- ception committee, the supervisors
Justice Hunton’s court it developed came back near his starting point. Aa
it knows which side its bread is mshed a good shipwreck story by of the several -townships serve on
also d«nyinV^S*ha
that neither Bolthouse norVanaer- he swung in near the coyote that had
buttered on will not hearken to the stranding on Park reef in a heavy the reception committee. Csrried.
~
fetayed behind the latter jumped toward
koik had been in Grand Haven
Motion made and seconded that ----- fraud
Siren voice luring it to professional storm, with a lot of passengers
Saturday night and Bolthouse, in him with a wild shriek of ferocity, and
#1
board. Thev were saved and ih* it be the sense of the meeting that knowledge of ‘ tafarfiMUoft
for the next hundred yards or so that)
base ball.
fact, had not been in company with
steamer lived to engage m the bitter no ipvitatfbn committee beappoin- inch an Indictment could be kased
rabbit broke all records In his efforta to
the .other three jnentioned in the get away.
lake front war, the next two seasons, ted but that it be understood that
Noted Clergyman Bead.
warrant for some time. They were
“When the waltlng coyote took up tha
, waf then brought to Macatawa ganetal invitation to atteqd be ex
' You Are Invited To The “Bee”
Delaware, a; Aa* 8 -Wort wadbed promptly released. It also developed
pursuit the one who had been doing
park, where life is not so strenuous, tended all. Carried.
here Monday from AeheviUe, N.'&V'Of that highway robbery had not been the chasing dropped down and rested.
Friday^ August 18
Motion made and seconded that the deatli of Rev. Uwis Albright,tof (Mtomitted and Vanderwagen, Molen- The next time the rabbit made a wider
Last year we held a bee to get the
Circuit
committee dn Ipfeakera' try to se thin *ty. He jg widely known hi OhiO;
turn and took a longer time to get back,
Holland Fair grounds ready for the
kattef teen • pteeMtag elder of ^the kath^ AAd Relstab were arrested for but back he did come at last, and then
K! large number of atkmieye cur' Goyeruno' Fr^ M-. W.Wel'
assaultand
battery.
They
pleaded
fair It was a. success. Many came,
North Ohio Methodlat oOnforenoe, a
the programme was repeated all over
.th'day. Cirned.
Ijncj ivere fined $50 and costs
: but there were some who did>,not, among whom Holland ’«
traitee ol Ada MiVMilty and io« Ohio,
again. But the next time the rabbit
Wealeykn university, ywiaf v./jq oj
iefault of the payment
; lor the reason, as they stated it, that
returned to the starting point he waa
, they were to be
! they did not know that they were in*
too exhausted to escape the retted coyJ, JEtUa lMf nag. Jffjemnn*
vJ',' '
,the county jail for ote, and fell a victim to his foolishnesa
This year wehppe no mistakes
. Lorato,
7,rl* A flt of jealappeal bond of $300 in returning to a point he had beam
itiihd will be made, E l^ie in1
Andl iKlf, a HungarlWnloriWss, fixed, .and the young men twice warned to avoid.
is;; general. It appM
to
merly employed In the ^tgel plant here,
‘•Now, compare such foolishnesswith
were sent to jail: until a decision is
lident of Allegan' of Ottawa
retehad-A&'tQthe/iippeal. It is prob the wisdom of the otter, who, seeing tha
ity whethef they Jive in city,
ThecaSe that promised the big1! Entertammentr-Q. ]. Dfok«fla'
footprintsof a man near his house, will
'hbfo that thb easel will be taken to
— or country. All are iu£ed fo geitisensation.was settled pot of
A. B
f
• ehMtt*wrt;<i"'i ini
" atTpi™,.. m<",,h
relural”‘
wu to vinnotJ odt uhj
. , *

company to furnish accommoda- buildingsor getting the "groundsin
murmur shape. The fair is a public enterprise and it is hoped that enough
was heard. Every nerve was strained
public spiritedcitizens will come
the
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"William F. Norlin and Miaa Leona A. CABLE HOLDS WHALE FAST
Smith both of this city were married at
« *
noon Monday by Rev. A. T. Lnthei at lubmarina Wires Hold Xonstsr at
the home of the bride’s brother, Frank
the Deep Until Death
Smith, 217 West Eleventh street. After

VT

and

Society

^

a: a:

Ensues,

Personal.

_

a THEY WOULD ONLY LEAVE THEIR WEAPON!

n

f /

The submarinecable between Valdes
weeks they will visit Mr. Norlin’s par- on Prince William sound, Alaska, and
Jenta who hye in Kane, McKane county, Sitka, Alaska, was suddenly interrupt-

,ay;
from Raven m Otsego
Ann Arbor. teruay.

Percy Hay was in Chicago Sand

sr

1

ed after it had been in successfulopa month and the cable ship
a visit to
''y.i
proceeding to the point of the trouble
Miss Jeannette Westveer has returned Rev. Wolvius is on a trip to the found the cable had become fastened
securely, the officersthought,under
from a visit to
'Niagara Falls.
Jm a Bronwer and James Kole left Fr>nk Muilenkamp is on a busi- a rock. The ship was accordingly maneuveredto loosen It
Saturday for a visit to Muskegon.
ness trip to Chicago.
Heaving in was slowly continued
Mrs. Henry H armon is visiting her
H,
R. Brink was in Fillmore yes- when the carcass of a whale appeared
parents in Hartford. ,
with a loop of the cable fastened
Henry Lubbers of Orange City, Iowa, terday.
ia visiting friends in this city.
Dr. J, Mastenbroek was in Grand around the lower Jaw. The loop was
twisted as well, thus securely holding
Joseph Brewer of Grand Rapids was ' Haven yestferday on business.
the whale. The carcass was badly deMiss LilaThnrber has returned

was

OUTSIDE,

PEACE

yes- eration for

7-

CbwrttUNffc

Chicago.

©

M

cayed and the stench made the task
two weeks’ visit at Otsego and Allegan, Rapids yesterday.
of loosening the cable from the jaw
Miss Maude WilUams is the guest
Mrs. Charles McBride and chil most trying. During its struggle the
friends in
idrenarethe guests of relatives in huge animal had badly twisted and
j

cf

Milwaukee.

To be

properly dressal
during the Summer season it behooves you gentlemen to buy ihe right

torn the cable in Its vicinity, making
tuandville.
several
breaks In the conductor, thus
| Lynn Hardie returned home last
interrupting communication.
John Thompson of Chicago is the 'evening from a trip to Niagara
The steel armor wires, with the exgnest df friends
falls.
ception
of three, were broken at the
Fred Dyke of Chicago is the guest of
Miss Nellie Phernambucq is twist of the loop and 'had the cable not
his parents in this city.
Miss Jennie Ranters and Gertrude visiting friends in Grand Rapids possessed great tensilestrength 20,000
pounds) it . would undoubtedlyhave
Kanters are visiting in Chicago.
this week.
Miss Alice Cook of Allegan was the
Mrs. J. S. Dykstra and Miss been broken . A splice was soon made
guest this week of Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Anna Schulke left for Niagara Falls and communication between Valdes
and Sitka restored.
Cook.
yesterday.
One theory as to this peculiar acci^ Miss Adnie Nordhouseof Grand Haven was the guest Friday of Mrs. James
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kellogg, of dent Is that the wbale In feeding along Peace Would Feel a Little Leu Need of Keeping the Coronef Within Call.
A.
Kingsbury, Indiana, are visiting the bottom was swimming slowly with
Mrs. Stella DeGraaf, of Kalamazoo,
their daughter, Mrs. Charles W. Jaws open. The cable being suspended
ia thegueet of Mrs John Pessink, West
on irregularities of the bottom, It c^me
Fairbanks.
Twelfth street.
across the whalers open mouth and the
Miss May VerHulst and Miss animal, In Its endeavor to disengage
Miss Minnie VerSchure left Monday
for a visit with friends inphicagd.

here.

Bronwer.

|

|

,

Reka Andre are the guests of
friends at Grand Rapids and Mus-

Mrs. Gerrit VanD ke, who. has been
visiting relativesin Grand Rapids, has
returned home.

kegon this week.

Dr. L. E. Heasly and wife of
Mrs. William Hayes and daughter Standish* Mich., and Miss Pearl
are visiting friends in Allegan and Heasly, of Burn ips Corners, are the
Trowbridge.
guests of Dr. and Mrs J1 0. Scott,
Mrs. William Breyman and two child119 East Sixteenthstreet.
ren are spending several
tives in t ay City. '

a

ays With rela-

Itself, threw a loop in the cable.

I

The

whale was 50 feet long. The depth at
the place where It was found Is 65

kind of clothing. All
our suits are the latest
out and of the most ujy-

fathoms.

One other case of Interruptionof a
cable by a whale !§ on record. This
occurred In the Red sea many years
ago and was caused by a loop of the
cable being caught around the whale’s

Miss Elizabeth Bolswinkle, of tall.
Mr snd Mrs. Chas. Kellogg, of La Grand Rapids, who has been the
Porte, Ind , are the guests of Mr. and guest of Miss Rose Brusse for two FAD FOR SPURIOUS GEMS.
Mrs. C. W. Fairbanks.
two weeks, returned home WedImitation Jtwelry Now ManufacMr. and Mrs. Eugene Fellows left
Monday for Fredricksburg,0., on a visit nesday
tured Which DeceivesEven
to their daughter.
Mrs. John^Koning.son John and
the Experts.
The Misses Irene and Louise Bmsse daughter Nellie went to Grand
have returned from a visit to MilwauRapids Wednesday for a weeks This is the day of the manufactured
kee.
or Imitation jewelry.It ia said the sale
visit. Mr. Honing accompanied
T. b. McCarty of Grand Rapids is
of genuine jewelry In New York has
visitinghis parents Mr. and Mrs. Me them, returning last eveningeufferedfrom the trade. For some time
Carty on West 14th street.

Attorney and Mrs. A. VanDur^n,
Mrs. G. J. VanDuren and Mrs,
Peter Boot, accompanied by Mr.
Patrolman John Sandy of Grand Rapand Mrs. Jandgrf and Miss Bertha
ids visitsd relatives in the city the past
Greenbatfm, of Grand Rapids are
week.
visiting
in Chicago,
Miss Katherine Steketee is the guest
Mr. and . M rs. N. 0. Sargeant lof west
Seventh street are visitingrelatives in
Grand Rapids.

oflfr. aud Mrs. a.
stfeet.

Znidema West 12th

Miss Anna Takken returned Tuesday
from a short visit with relatives in Chicago.
M. VanRegenmorter,light keeper at
Ho land harbor, was in the city yesterday.

Mrs will Porter and children of
Howell are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Williams.
Miss Urace Knooihuizen of Fowlerof her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. R. Knooihuizen.
ville is the gnest

L

Messrs, and Mesdames
E. Van
Drezer, e R Allen and D. J. 81u»ter
were visitors in Grand Rapids Monday

The Misses Anna Knoll and Henrietta
Kronemeyer,who have been taking two
weeks’ vacation,have returned to

work

DuMez Bros.’ store.
and Mrs. James VanZ wain wen-

at

•Mr.

burg are visitimr the latters parents M r.
and Mrs.
Benjamin East Eighth

Wm

street.

The

Misses Matilda and Harriet
Notier left yesterday by boat for Chicago to visit their sister, Mrs. J. vander
Meulen.
Attorney and Mrs Geo. E. Kollen and
Miss Hattie TenCate have returned
fromanonting at Pctoske^ and Mackinac
Mrs. J. Oppenheimer,Mrs. E. Vehon,
and Miss Devora Herahberg of Chicago,
were the guests the first of the week of
tfks. Jacob Wise.
.

Mrs. Jennie Hughs, who has been the
gnest of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Loyengood, has returned to her home in Muskegon.
>;

MATERIAL YOB

in

QUARREL.

„

Mrs. C. F. Kennedy, and daughter
Marguerite, < of Grand Rapids, and
George Mohr, of Chicago, are visiting at

of

r

the home
kkreet.

of,

M. Mohr, East

Mr. and Mrs. Orrey Hills

Eighth
v
returned to

Lake View Tuesday after visiting their
daughter,Mrs. W. C.. Belcher The
Misses Grace and Edith, and Lewis
Butler, who have also been her gueets,
have returned to Allegan.
Rev. and

¥i

& winter
27 West Eighth

T

AT

School

Ladies have you seen

A chancp of a

—

.filjtb fno

»ft

run Liin

4em

.

(I

acres of land — or more

— howe^

barn, corn crib and other buildings

Located about one mile north

Creek
Ba For
reek Bay.
1

C.

-

of

nae

particulars apply fie

B1L

H. McBride, McBride

2&Sar
and n&t rub off
This complexionall envy
It's no secret so I'll tell
Take thou Rocky Mountain Tea.
Haan Bess.
It will viash

'

Via

^e^—

—

—

—

Peeiliir liuppinMe

D. Runyan, of

J.

Butlerville^Ot.

laid the peculiar disappearance at

symptons of indigMfiw
aod biliousness to Dr. King's Hem
Life Pills. He says: “They amm
perfect remedy, for dizzioess,soar
stomach, headache, constipation
his painful

i.

R—

-

etc."

Guaranteedat W.

drug

store, price 25c.

—

C.

WaUklB

Itlt Day

The next day

is never as good

as

the day before. Don’t wait too loog
before going to the

Co.

to get

into

a

Lokker-Rutgew

Clothcraftsuit or
15-g

overcoat.

UNION VETERANS UNIQX
At

Defiance, Ohio, Annual Ea»
Tickets
on sale at rate of one fare plus eg
cents for the round tnp.
H. F. Moeller, General Passesger
jox

feet

campment August 14-19.

Agent.

Wed’y, Aug.

28

tieriilh SifferiBg

is often caused by sore, suloett

and cancers, that eat away
skin. \Vm. Bedell, of Flat
Mich., says: “I have used
Arnica Salve, for
and cancers. It is the
I ever
len’s

_
»>?. (

whyesi.

life

For Rent

.'iJ

'•1

this ecfcetf

time to
dressmaking from A. to Z. Hatriogton Hall.

1

served. _

1

Dressmaking

of

or the system used, if not,

...

freshmente

•

Too Can Prevent Biek’Hoadadte

Time.

marriage of Justus DuBois and
.....v^rv:.- ±3$
Aa UnbelievableAccusation.
"That’s what I thought”—Topaka
Miss Pearl Gleason occurred at the
"We’re going to have hard work to
home of the bride's sister, Mrs. Bently, State Journal.
find a Jury,” remarked the district at
247 West Fifteenth street,on Tueeday
torney, "that will convict this fellow.*
evening, August 1 Rev. a. T. Luther
Their Finances.
"Are the natives of this region so
performed the ceremony. Only a small
He remalne in the city,
corrupt as all that?”
party of friends witnessed the event.
She goes beelde the cool waters;
She takes the benedict dollars,
"You don’t understand.He’s acD. P. Stegenga made Hollanc
He takes to bachelor Quarters.
cused of having swindled the Standvisit the past week iM|pr an ahpnce of
-N. T. Sun.
twenty-nineyears in the Weet,
ard Oil company.”—Louisville Courierwhile here
Her Father’s Fault
Journal.
Pi
M T am saddest when I sing,' "
,;.;Thu
Trustworthy.
quoted.
North Holland in his honor at the home
Junior Member of Firm— How did
"We
must
then,"
he
replied, ‘
of a brother M. P. Stegenga. Those
you happen to lend that yoang man
present were three brothers and one kindred spirits. So am I."
money without security?
But
her
father
was
not
rich,
wheresister Mra. Jacob VanDyke, M. P.
Senior Member— Because I’ve lent
Stegenga both of North
th Holland,
Hollar A. P. fore the young man refused to repent
him books from my private library
Stegenga of this city and D. P. Stegenga, when she insisted that he had
Umo and again, and he never failed to
A very pleasant time was spent and re- her.-ChicagoRecord-Herald

Street
'

4

.you?”

M

van

Very Short Space

ried

from a visit to relativesin Grand Haven. She was accompanied by her cousin
Miss Helen Scott of Newark, Ohio, who
has been visiting in Grand Haven.

Mr.

SHARK CAUGHT BY

City.

Mrs. Hans Dykhuis has returned

absolute satisfaction

ture,

Mrs. John Schafier and lir.
and Mrs. J. Alberti, who have been
visiting ^ the home of Mr. and Mrs. E
R Vander Veen, left Tueeday for i
week’s visit to relatives at Trever*

Mrs. Slnyter.

suit guaranteed to fit
with ease, grace and gu*

perts. The principalmanufacturers
deal In Jewels of their own manufac-

which are extraordinarily fine
Imitations of Jie real stones and will
have a life of 20 years. The "diaMr. and Mrs. C. W. Slighter, who monds" are a composition of glass,
have been visiting relatives and lead and carbon tipped with platinum,
friends here and in Grand Rapids which is harder than gold.
Every real stone except a diamond
for the past two weeks, returned to
Is transparent.Without the Up of plattheir home in Chicago this, Thursinum these "diamonds” would also be
day, morning.
transparent,but with it they are given
Mr. and Mrs. R. VanZwaluwen-an undetectable resemblance to the
burg will leave today for an eastern genuine stone. These "gems” are
trip. They will visit Mr. and Mrs. mounted in l£karat gold, and so well
Abram VanZwaluwenberg of, Rud- that when worn the platinum tipping
cannot be seen. An infinite variety of
ford, N. J., and Dr. and Mrs.
designs,copied from the best real modPoppen of Wortendyke, N. J. els, are shown, and at a price 80 per
They will be absent two months. cent, less than the genuine. All the
colored stones— rubles, emeralds, sapOn Thursday, Aug. 3, at the phires and turquoises— are also manuhome of Mr. and Mrs. H. j. Slighter, facturedand are similar in appearance.
14 East Fourteenth street, occurred The turquoise Is so hard that the surthe marriage of their daughter Dora face can be filed and no blemish mads
to Mr. Ralph Kamphuis. Rev. R. on the stone.
As genuine pearls are the most costL. Haao officiated.None but imly of gems, the imitation pearls take
mediate relatives were present.
the lead in price. They are mads of
Wanted— Chambermaid at Hotel flshskin and a secret composition. The
manufactureof some especially good
Holland. Apply at once.
Imitation pearls, known as "Venetian
Too Bard.
pearls,”is a lost art, the process havThe? du# up a bl* Hyperdlcelmua
ing been invented by a poor Venetian.
That lived countless agei ago;
But the name ie eo fierce
HAND.
That we ean’4 find a war
Te make this limerick rhyme. V i
—MilwaukeeSentinel.
Large Fish Landed by a Marylander

and mado

by expert tailors.Every

past it has been possibleto obtala imitation jewelry in France and England
which is difficultof detectionby ex-

Dr. E. E. Tull, the notel gynecologist,
lately came to New York from the
eastern shore of Maryland, commonly
supposed to be a part of the Garden of
Eden transplanted.One day a shark
appeared In the shallow water under
the pier of the Wa-Wa-Yanda club on
Cap Tree island. In less time than it
takes to write it, reports the New
York Press, Dr. Tull shed his clothes,
leaving on nothing but his shirt, and
was wading in the direction of the
monster, tiptoeingso as not to disturb
him. The Uger of the sea appeared 10
f/’
be hypnotized.“Hand me a gaff,’’ the
Marylanderwhispered, and a small Instrument, such as we fishermen save a
seven-poundbass with, was passed to
him. The water was just up to his
knees. When within five feet of the
hark he drove the gaff into its neck,
at the same time plunging forward and
“My Wife has a remarkable collec- grasping It by the tall. The struggle
lasted three minutes, then Mr. Shark
tion of curiosities."'
"Was she collectingwhen she mar- was dragged ashore. It measured Aft

James Veneklasen of Zeeland left for
New York Monday where he will visit
his brother-in-lawand sister, Rev. and
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MIDDLE WEST NEEDS RAIN

Here’s What's

OTHEE PARTS OF COUNTRY

Wanted.

SUFFER FROM DELUOEO
Harvest In Iowa

Practically Fin-

ished-Drought Serious
in Georgia.

NATION TARES FULL CONTROL
SITUATION IN THE SOUTH.

Washington, Aug. 8. — The wevaiy
bulletin of the weather bureau summarizes errop conditionsas follows:
Texas and Oklahoma experienced very
tnse&t ProgreM of the Diseaee— warm weather, while It was too cool over
Prominent Church Prelate Stricken the northern portion of the lake region
vith Disease— Memphis Orders and on the California coast; otherwise

^oora

Closed.

•

New

Orleans, Aug. 7.— The federal
Korenixnejithas taken control of the
yellow fever situation. Gov. Blanchard
SMday afternoon sent a request to that
effect to President Roosevelt, and the
latter immediately directed Surgeon
Gner&l Wyman to take every step in his
power to meet the situation.

The

of

New

Orleans have
‘promised their hearty and unrestricted
ooojieration In the work to be undertaken by the federalgovernment, and will
meet certain financial requirements imcitizens

posed by the marine hospital service as
a preliminary to assuming the responai-

bUity.

'

(

Qov. Blanchard's appeal to the president was the result of the action of a
mam meeting of citizens held here in the
afternoon at which the opinion was expressed that federal controlwould result
In mi Immediate restoration of conflthroughout the south, and would
ray with all danger of conflict bethe states over quarantine regu-

A HUNDRED PERSONS
ARE BURIED UNDER WALLS
AT ALBANY, N. Y.

BUT YOU WILL NOT'
FH& A BETTER LINE

----

Holland Supplies

the Information.

v

o

---

—

--

,

BugRies, Co-Carts
fact anything In

House FurnishmRs

at

than

*

A. C. Rinck

C

Mrs. Jan DeKok, of 214 West
Eleventh street, says: ‘‘I was

WE CAN

FIT

YOUR

E011E FRC1I

0

m

&

p a"n

y

GARRET TO CELLAR

S8ISSS MSS!»S88*$1

]$& fca

888^

FRED BOONE,
and feed

Livery Sale

Stable

CENTRAL AVE., HOLLAN. MICH

all dealers. Price 50 ?e8t Triage8-’ fast ge,ntlej1.or8t8* Pri«*’ ,
Milburn Co.,
Co., Buffalo
Buffalo Always
Milburn
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
New York, sole agents for the
United States. Remember the Special Prices for Weddings and Funerals.
name Doan’s and take no other.

have^d

For sale by

cents.
Foster
nts. Foster-

log Is In progress in the southern por* Tuesday, when the whole center of
tlons of the centralvalleys. While rust the building collapsed from roof to
In spring wheat Is more or less preva- cellar. Nearly 100 men. girls and
lent in the Dakotas and to a slight ex- children • were carried down in the
tent in Nebraska. Iowa and Minnesota,wreck. The first estimate placed the
the reports generally Indicatethat number of killed and Injured at 40.
crop has not sustained serious injury. The catastrophe, which is the worst
Harvest is nearly finished in Iowa, and of Its kind in the -city’s history, oc1 districts.
is in progress in Nebraska and the curred shortly before nine • o’clock,
Confidence Renewed.
President Roosevelt’s quick response southern portions of South Dakota and The Meyera estate has been making
to tfie appeal of New Orleans, direct- MInnepota, but has not yet begun in extensiverepairs on its building.
ing Surgeon General Wyman to take North Dakota, where the crop is gener- Tuesday morning a gang of Italian
hold of the yellow fever situation, was all/ in excellent condition,with long workmen started to remove an iron
reflected In a feeling of renewed con- heads which are fillingwell. In Oregon pillar that supportedthe main floor,
fidence throughoutthe city. It is be- harvesting is active with yields below Evidently they had failed to brace the
lieved that federal control will quickly expectations; In Washingtonspring floor properly, for scarcely had they *j
passengers from New Orleans or
points where fever exists or develops later will be permitted to leave
trains at points in the quarantined district Health certificates Issued by offiJin the fever zone will not be accepted Until ten days after persons left in-

--

in

zen.

bothered for years more or less
with heavy, aching pains in my
back. I could not rest comfortab y
and it was painful for me to slot p
or straighten up. Seeing Doan s
Kidney Pills so highly recommended I got a box at J. O. Doesburg's drug store and tried them.
They relieved me right away and in
a.short time my complaint disappeared entirely. Doan’s Kidney
Pills
ms are a nne
fine remedy.”

OF-

FURNITURE
CARPETS &
RUGS

Over half the complaints of man
kind origiuate with the kidoeys, a
slight touch of backache at first.
Twinges and shooting pains in the
HEARTRENDING SCENE
loins follow. They must be checked
. FOLLOWS THE DISASTER they lead to graver complications,
•
The sufferer seeks relief. Plasters
are tried, and liniments for the
Frantic Mother* and Relative* Seek
back. So called Kidney cures
Tiding* of Dead in Ruins— Many
which do not cure. The long-looked
Girls Among Victim*— Catastrofor result seems unattainable.If
phe Worst in History.
you suffer do you want relief? FolAlbany, N. Y., Aug. 8.— Over 100 per- low the plan adopted by this citi-

the temperature conditions during the
week ending August 7 were generally
favorable. Too much rain proved detrimental In portions of Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri, and also In Florida and
portions of Mississippi, but in northern
Alabama Georgia and the Carollnaa,
and over a considerablepart of the mid- sons, a large majority of them girls,
dle Atlantic states, Ohio valley, middle were buried beneath a smother of
western states and Tennesseerain is brick, wood and plasterTuesday mornmuch needed, the
effect* of ---drought ---be- —
ing when the ---central portion of the
------------------coming serious over thd greater part of large departmentstore of the John G.
Georgia Rain is also needed on the Meyers company collapsed from roof
North Pacific coast. Over the central to cellar. The wrecked portion inand western portions of the corn belt cludes nearly one-half of the store.
and the greater part of the middle At- Scores of rescuers toiling among the
lantic states corn continues in excellent ruins soon had brought out 25 incondition, and, while needing rain In jured. Three of these died after
the Ohio valley, the condition of the reachingthe hospitals.At that time
crop In that district Is generallyprom- HO were unaccounted ior, and It is certain that at least half of these are still
Thrashingof winter wheat is largely beneath the mound of debris. About
completed in the principalwheat states. 400 persons are on the firm’s pay-roll,
This work, has, however been interrupt- but some 50 of these are on thel* vaed by rains in Kansas and complaints cations.
of injury from moisture continue from
Hundred* in Awful Plunge.
portions of Tennessee and the middle
Three hundred persons employed In
Atlantic statat.. Plowing for fall seed the larg? store bad just gone to work

Ising.
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telephone:
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* Beef, Iron

V

tamp out the pest. Business and

, I;Pen,,ng ra?ld,y and 18 bey°nd loosened the post when down came all
rther injury from hot winds. Nearly three upper floors within a radius of 50 r{
.11 report, indlcte that a good crop of feet from the fatal pillar. The wreck :

finapclalcircles immediately showed
a buoyant effect.
Archbishop Chapelle Striken.
Archbishop Plactde Louis Chapelle
of the dioceae of New Orleans has been
stricken with the fever. The entire
dty was grievously shocked when the
news of this misfortune was announced by the board of health. Dr.
Larue is unable to trace the infection,
aa the archbishop has not been out of
hil residence but once in a week or
more, when he took a short carriage
rite accompaniedby his niece. He has

nnw

+

8ecured* Harvesting is crashed through to the cellar, buryextreme nortlj- ln* the workmen tend carrying down
eny districts,where it is well advanced, those who happened to be working In

mr neo
1
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portion of the building.
Sc«.. I, Terrible.

BIG LOSS IN CHURCH

!

j

qf

lapse

came without warning. The

«
An.^rt*. &

—

«—
and fell
ro<"
of the
tht ^gding
center of
the
8.-St Thomas’ walls
8tructare
lnt0
form
Fifth AVenue
*«»uaone of the most richly furnished rell- !g
°f d6bn8’ under whlch were
gious edifices
edifices in
in America,was wrecked th® unfortunate
unfortunate ^tima.
victima. Telephone
glous
by fire Tuesday. Within a block of eomDttnn,CaUo& was 8ent to tbe various
the ruined church are the homes of hospitals and doctors thronghout the
half a score of the country's wealth- city, and within half an hour 25 doctors and four ambulances were on the
iest men. On Fifty-fourth street, discene. The various stores in the
rectly in the rear, .s the city residence
of John D. Rockefeller, and near by neighborhoodwere turned into emerare the residences of William Rocke- gency hospitals,and mattresseswere
feller, H. McKay Tembley. Col. J. J. brought from the various department
McCook, and the home of the late Dan- stores in the neighborhoodfor the care
Df the victims.
iel 8. Umont. The hotel St. Regis is
Police and Firemen Help.
scarcely one block away, and scores of
the finest city homes in America are In
The work of digging out the victims
the section of which St. Thomas’ church was conducted by the members of the
was practicallythe center. The fire Are and police departments and all city
was confined to the church. Defect- laborers. Water rushed into the ruins
Ive electric wiring is supposed to have from twisted pipes, and it was necesstarted the fire. The loss is esti- jary to cut off the supply in the vicinmated by Fire Chief Croker at at ity. The scenes about the building

ness.

Fever.

If success
crowns the work of the Marine hospi8.—

tal bureau it is possible that the yellow

fever will bS completely under control
by September16 without requiring the
IXpenditure of the maximum figure
which is asked from the city to stamp
out the disease. With |70,0<f0 immediately In hand, resulting from an assessment on the citizens of New Orleans, no difficulties stand in the way
of the immediate inauguration of federal controlof the fever situation. Dr.
J. H. White esthnated the total expenses for eradicationat $1,500 to
$2,000 a day, or from $180,000 to $240,000 for four months, which would
carry the campaign into December,by
Which time frost may be expected.
Official report of the situationto six
p. m. Monday Is as‘ follows: New cases,
82; total to date, 565; deaths, 8; total
to date, 113; new sub-foci, 4; total to

AND
VITALITY
_
MO*XT»«l
z»xx«X4B
X>*asnDzt.vraBzazzvai

------ --- .... v
..-.ration and all diseases ot the generative
tans of either sex, such ns Nervous Prostration,Failing or Lott Manhood,
ipotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors,Mental Worry, axcesslve oa»
nf Tnharrn
nr Anlnm
irhfrh
Tobacco
or
Opium,
which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. With ere
ever?
-------- ---------nr
order we gnarantee to curt or refu^^the^mone^.^Sold^at
*1.00 per box,
DSINSi e boxes for SS no.- DH. MOTT’S
.
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Tonic to build
you up.

DUC U DOTlIv

&

V favorite

1$

liver

Holland City

PILLS
to regulate the

systemui5c

a package at

<

America

though there are cases of fever not far
residence. Dr. Larne believes that a stray mosquito from an
Infected house Is the cause of the ill-

HEALTH
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Destroyed Causing The 806116 whl?n £clldWedthe “l$250,000 Loss— One of Finest * !
? lnde8crlbable' Moat o£ Hwse
in
Injured were young men. The col-

New York
lora, Auc
Aug.
Episcopal cuurcn,
church, in
a-AMocupui
in

&

---

and Wine

Gotham Edifice

from his

Limit Set or
Orleans, Aug.

flf

erlv f?Mrwd'

not been in the infected diatrict,

New

E

:

—

S.A.

MARTIN

News$1 A Year

Drugs, Books and Stationery

£1

Cor. 5th &

500 Cords

River

of

j

Wood

Ranging in price from $150 to
$2.25 per

cord.

Holland Fuel Co.

tf
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ivon’s

French Periodical Drops

Mothers lose their dread for
Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmleaa, aure to accomplish
DESIRED RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy.
“that terrible second summer”
when they have Dr. Fowler’s ExaD<1 ,m,uu?2*-J^etenulpeliput
op only In paste- beard Cartract of Wild Strawberry in the
house. Nature’s specific for sum- Foriale by J. O. Doesburg. We have a complete Hue of Muoyoos Remedia*
mer complaints of every sort.
Diamond Dyes, Ca-amols.Skies, aod all Patent Medicinesadve^'-od in this

CiUTIfll

we*e as pitiable as those within. Sev- ’ Wood and coal at right prices,Holiral hundred relatives of employes land Fuel Company. Fred Boone.
Mob Lynche* Prisoner.
tf 44
were there, and their supplications as Mgr., Citz., phone
Waco. Tex., Aug. 8.— Citizens num- to the welfare of their loved ones
bering about 600 surroundedthe court- were heartrending. Those who died
house and Jail after making prisoners in the hospital are Nellie Burns,
PDblie is ArronsH
of Sheriff Tilley, the Jailer and all Bertha Cunningham and Miss McEvoy.
The public is arroused to athe deputy sheriffs,broke open the
So far as is known, all the injured are knowledge of the curative merits of
Jail, took Sank Majors out, und after Albanians, except Mrs. William Borst,
hearing bis confession, hanged him a shopper, whose hom* is said to be that great medicinal tonic. Electric
from the new bridge. He is still hang- In Windom, Minn. The known dead Bitters, for sick stomach, liver and
date, 97.
ing there, and the mob is still in the sow number ten. Thirty-one laborers kidueys. Mary H. Walters, of 546
Memphis Closes Its Doors.
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 7.— This dty* dty. Majors had’ recently been con- who were supposed to have been buried St. Claif Ave., Columbus, O.,
in the ruins have been accountedfor. writes. “For several months, I was
has ordered Ita doors closed to the out- victed of criminal
given up to die. I had fever and
side world, beginningthis noon, and
Killed In Elevator Fall.
ao person can enter unless holding a
ague, my nerves were wrecked; I
Cleveland, O., Aug. 8. — One man was
VISITS PRESIDENT. could not sleep, and my stomach
permit signed by Dr. Heber Jones,
killed and six Injured by the fall of an
president of the board of health, or
elevator being used to raise building 3on«iIt» with Roosevelt on Han- was so weak, from useless doctors’
Becretary Marcus Haase. These per-'
drugs, that I could not eat. Soon
material at the Kinsman Street
kow Railway in China— No
mlts, it Is announced, will be Issued
after beginning to take Electric
building Tuesday. J. Schultz met inDetails Obtainable.
only in urgent cases and when it is
slant death, while fix other workmen,
Bitters,I obtained relief, and in a
positively known that the applicant
has not been In a fever Infected dis- whose names have not been learned, Oyster Bay, N. Y , Aug. 8.— J. Pier- short time I was entirely cured.”
trict No recognitionwill be given received injuriesmore or less serious, pont Morgan, of New York, had a con- Guaranteed’at'W.C. Walsh’s drug
ference Monday with President Roose- store; price' 50c.
health certificatesfrom any source. SINK8 WITH ALL
velt, lasting an hour and a half. The
This drastic action was taken by the
Excursion~ Steamer ' Founders ~ Near preside*! himself is authority for the
city coundl Saturday night, after re$3.00 TO CHICAGO $3.00
Indianapolis, Ind.— All Resstatement that it related practically
ceiving a numerously signed petition
sntlrelyto the case of the Hankow Every Sunday viaPere Marquette.
cued Bat One.
from representativebusiness and prorailroad in China, a controllingInterLeave Holland at 12:35 a. m. arfessionalmen. The health authorities
Indianapolls,Ind.,Aug.8.—
Theexcursst In which is owned by J. P. Morgan
say the dty was never in better sanirive Chicago at 6:55 a. m. Sundays.
tary condition.A large majorityof alon steamboat Sunshinesank Monday ft Co. Incidentally,and as relating in Leave Chicago returningat 11:55 p.
the dtizens, however, favor what la afternoonat Broad Ripple park, ten 1 measure to the railroad interest* held m. Sunday. • These 'tickets are not
known as a shotgun quarantine, and, miles from the city with 180 passengersDy Americans In China, the pending good in any other train, and will not
In deference to their wishes, a cordon on board, all of whom were men, except peace negotiations formed a topic of
be honorea in sleeping cars.
•f guards was placed around the city. one, a woman, who was rescued by a »nslderatlon by the president and Mr.
least $250,000.
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BLOOD
DISEASES CURED
Dra. K. & K. Established 25 Years.
«rNO NAMES USED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT.
He vraa earprleed at how the
— 1 heeled— "I took your New

assault.

'

MORGAN

j

school

-

•

j

1

Method Treatment for a serious
blood disease with which I had
been afflictedfor twelve years.
I had consulted a score of physlcians, token all kinds of blood
medicine, visited Hot Springs
, and other mineral water resorts. but only got temporary
, relief. They would help me for
a time, but after discontinuing
the medieines the symptom*

ON BOARD

launch. a

Morgan.

tf

president and Mr. morgan dispassenger
of
the
steamer,
is missing,jussed fully the Hankow railroad conDenial by La Follette.
St Paul, Minn., Aog. 8.— Gov. Robert With two companions he was standing jesslon. This was not the first time
at the stern on the lower deck when the -.he subject had been considered by the
M. La Follette, of Wisconsin, in an Invessel collapsed. All were thrown Into president. Several months ago the
terview stated that the report that he
would resign the governorship in Sep- the water. His companions reached juestion was taken up by the presltember and go to Washington as Unit- shore safely, but Whitson has not been ispt and his cabinet and considered
found. Several persons were injuredin ‘boroughly.
ed States senator In October was withthe panic. The boat plies on the
out his authorization.
water of Broad Ripple dam on White
Mystery in Two Death*.
make any further sutemin^han^t
Danville, Ky., Aug. A — The dead
1 COn8,illDgof employe* of the Indiana*,
todies of Leslie Chinn and wife (col•aid the governor, I will make it at oli* stockyards
What I deem an opportunetime.”
>red) were foun0 Tuesday, Mr*. Chinn
h a lane by the main road between here
Fir# on Steamer.
Three Drowned.
Boston, Mass., Aug. 8.-Capt.Bond, ind Junction City, and Leslie Chinn in
Portland, Ore., Aug. 8.— Owing to a of the steamer Ker«haw, of the Mer- .he hayloft in his employer’s barn
want of presence of mind in all but one chants and Miners Transportation ibout three miles away. Chinn has
of 20 occupants of a launch which had company, which arrived Tuesday from )een a porter at a hotel in Junction City
collidedwith a rowboat, two of
Baltimore,
his
-- the
-------- > ^ported that a fire
111 o broke tor *year*.
''-**• Monday night he took
vwn uiy
three occupant* of the rowboat out on the steamer dor Ing the trip, bnt rife for t drive anil the Inferenceis that
drowned within a dozen feet of the that it was extingoisnedafter five » murdered herahd then killed himself,
launch. The drowned
Fred
Stef- hours
left • written note in
----were
----- ----— — - of hard work by the crew.
VISJW.
aaa his
aaid hat,
uai, but
uui
mnA h la alatnr ILf a H a _ av+avi# a# iVtA ^
__ _
__ a
a _ *1.-. — _ ___ _
4
aged OH
20, and his lister, Mad*, extent of the damage has not yet been nade no reference to the cause of the
aged
nurder or lulcite.

Lorah H. Whitaon,of

Russellville,

Id.
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Bladder aid Kidney complaint* ot'

ICR ^re you a victim? Have you lost hope? Are you Intend.Has your blood been diseased? Have you
any weakness? Our New. Method Treatment will cure you. What It
has done for others It will do for you. CONSULTATION FREE. No
matter who has treated you, write for an honest opinion Free of
Charge. Charges reasonable.BOOKS FREE— ’The Golden Monitor'*
on Diseases of Men. Sealed Book on "Diseases of

17

The

back-

SlMto

M

ears ago and no signs of any
sound and healthy.I cer«
with all my heart. r You can
you can use this testimonial
.a

Monday

A SurpriseParty
.A pleasant surprise party may be

DjoKENNEDY
Av.
Cor. Michigan

&

and Shelby

KERGAN

St.. Detroit,

Mich.

given to your stomach and liver, by
taking a medicine which will relieve
their pain and discomfort,viz: Dr.
(Mbs Insuranw
King^s New Life Pills. They are a
Dunng the busy season atjeni*
most wonderful remedy, affording
The
guarantee which goes with
son Park the Western Bandit Show
sure relief and cure, for headache,
company will give performancesevery Clothcraft garment is pracdizziness and constipation, 25c at
tically an insurance policy, protect*
under a big tent eachiday.
W. C. Walsh’s drug store.
ing the wearer against inferior

,

goods. The Lokker-Rutgers Co.

Get your made-to order summer
teacher for the
backs this up with his own guaransuit at Lokker-Rutgers Co. We have
primary department of the Filltee.15 tl
one of the finest tailors in the conn’
more schools District No. i. Apply
try and can fit you out right.
toj. H. Hoekje, Holland Rural
Route No.
- Freising Free

WANTED— A

5.

_

A lazy liver makes a lazy man. .» Get your made-toorder summer
All suits bought at our store at
Bitters is the suit at Lokker-Rutgers Co. We have $ 10.00 and upward we will press at
natural, ntver failing remedy for a one of the finest tailors in the coun- any time free of charge. Lokker-Rutlazy liver.
gers Co.
try and can fit you out right.

Burdock Blood

m

m:-

MOODY TO PROBE STRIKE.
HOLLAND, M1CHIGAN

Attention!
We

j

[jj

ATTORNEYS
I*\IEKEMA,

Newt Secondhand

G. J., Attorney at

Collections

Bicy-

Information.

Reward will be paid to any
person who can find one atom
of opium, chloral, morphine,
cocaine, ether or chloroform
in any form in any of Dr.

sail

carry the largest line
'ft.': Of

Government Attorney Asks Investigation-Bends Orders for

$5,000

Business Directoru^l

Law

promptly attended

MANY

MEETING OP PLENIPOTENTIARIES AT OYSTER BAY AN
AUSPICIOUS EVENT.

Miles’ Remedies.
This reward is offered because
in the city; when in need
certain
unscrupulous persons
liicBRIDE, P. H., Attorney, Real
of a bicycle give us a call
Estate and Insurance. Office make false statements about
before going elsewhere as
these remedies. It is underIn McBride Block.
we can save you money.
stood that this reward applies
We also do repairing of
only to goods purchased in the
Bicycles and recovering k
open market, which have not
umbrellas, repairing guns
been tampered with in any way.
locks, etc.
Dr. Miles’ remedies cure by'
PIRST STATE BANK, Commertheir soothing, nourishing,
cial and Savings Dept, G. J.
TUBBERGAN & ZANTIN6
Diekema, Pres., J. W. Beardslee, strengthening and invigorat29 W. I6th St.
ing effects upon the nervous
Vice-Pres., G. Mokma, Cashier, H.
J • Luidens, Asst-Cashier.Capital system, and not by paralyzing
and weakening the nerves as
Stock, $50,000.00.
would be the case if these drugs
CITY STATE BANK were used.
^BSEETSSaSHSHSHfiHSBSaSHB^
Commercial and Savings Dept.
For this reason Dr. Miles'
* We have on hand a large quant- •* D. B. K. Van Rnalte, Pres., C. Ver Anti-PainPills are universally
Schure, Cash. Capital Stock, $50,- considered the best pain remedy
ity of
“I have Bufferedfor 25 years with
000.00
severe pains In my head, heart and
back, and
and have
have_ tried everything I
to. Office over 1st

Bank.

estate

with

U

sion of Territory.

and 12th St.

Ave.

TPHOMAS,
We

also put on gravel Roofs

G. H., Physician, Office

21 E 8th St., Hours, 9-11

jf

7-8

3-5 p. m.; Sundays,

and

a.

m.,

a. m., 4-5

m. Residence 272 W. 9th St.
Evenings from 7 to 8 P. M.

p.

S

I

part of the men. an J the railroadshave Ject, and give

had no serious accidents in the run-

&

DRY

^

St.

FACTORIES & SHOPS.

handled.

i5-tf

P)E KRAKER

&

DeKOSTER,

Dealers in all kinds of Fresh
and Salt Meats. Market on River St.

KILLtn.
AND

CURE

COUGH
THI

LUNGS

Dr.

New

King's

Discovery

COLDS

......

A.I1

.

Free Trill.
'

Surest and Quickest Cure

THBOAT
LES,

or

for all

LUNG TROUBMONET BACK

Tables Which Show the Standing or
Clubs of Two of the Leading

.:

Organizations.

Hours—

8 to 1

Indian Fit Ointment will oar*
Wind,
alomtod end Itching pile*, n
ediorbs tbo tamon, alley* bo Itching at onoo,

ItoSp. .,

De Vries Dentist.

Office hours
to 5 P.

from

M.

8 to 12

A. M. tod

Office over 210 Riv-

er Street.

Any
dams

M ’fg Co., Propr'*. Cleveland,0.
Bold on a gnarantoc by I. 0. Doe*bnr*.Ho1

me

wishing to see

me

or before office hours can call

by phone

after

me op

No. 9. Residence 113 East

18th Street.

cook & van vursi

DENTISTS
AH Work

St*.

-!

Clt.Phone 30

Stave Silo
I# the

best *Uo lor

the least money.
If you hare more
money than you
need for a stave
silo, then we have
Concrete blocks of
4U4-8 Inch's thick
Do not buy blocks
of 8-Ih for more
money than what
we sell them for.
Send your address

Boot&
F. S.

Kramer,
Dm Goods

LEDEBOER,

Route#
Holland.• Mich.

Don k.
’T BE

POOLED!

T»k.UM eMmlM,

28
35
38
42
48
63

.711

68
65

.313
.301

36
37
40
41
43
48
55
58

.600
.6W1
.670
.523
.506
.478

Louis ................

.63.'*

.600
.671
.605
.364

.883
.355

Disagrees.

a

D.

of

Eighth Street and Central avenue

where

he

can be found night and

and docile as a
lamb. 35 cents. Tea or Tablets.
Haan Bros.
If you

are troubled with dizzy

spells, headache, indigestion,constipation, Hollister's Rocky
tain

Tea

will

make you

Moun-

well and

Maturbl mountains north of Kllwa keep you well. If it fails get your
have risen, also that there has been
money back. That’s fair. 35 cents.
an outbreakou the coast at Samanga
Haan Bros.
during which several warehouseswere
burned. The causes of the discontent
So Rueh Word u Fill
appear to be unexplained. While rebellions are in progress In other Ger- to the makers of Clothcraft Clothes.
man African colonies,East Africa They have succeeded in combining
hitherto has been quiet. The outbreak, all of the essentials of good clothes
therefore,causes some concern. The with a moderate cost. The Lokker
governmentis thoroughly tired of Rutgers Co. sells
15-t
M. SERGIUS WITTE,
these colonial wars in which considerone to the other. There was no bold- able sums of money have been sunk,
IMUli Merirg
ing back on either side. Baron Ko- without bringing either profit or glory.
(is
often
caused by sores, ulcers
mura and Mr. Takahira bad prepared
Death of Inventor's Father.
ihort speeches. Just what the mikado's
and cancers, that eat away your
Washington, A'ig. 8.— Alexander skin. Wm. Bedell, of Flat Rock,
representativessaid at the very outset
of their meeting to discuss peace may Melville Bell, father of Prof. Alexan- Mich., says: “I have usqd Bucknever be known. The speeches were der Graham Bell, died at the home of len’s Arnica Salve, for Ulcers, sores
suppressed.After a little chatting,the the latter Monday morning in the
and cancers. It is the best healing
president invited them to the luqcheon eighty-sixthyear of his age, from
dressing
I ever found.” Soothes and
pneumonia,following an operation for
which had been provided.
heals cuts, burns and scalds. 25c
diabetes,
performed
last
Tuesday.
He
Fog Causes Delay.
at
C. Walsh’s drug store;
Portsmouth, N. H.. Aug. 8.— The was born in Scotland,a son of Alexander Bell, and was one of the three gen- guaranteed.
yachts Dolphin and Mayflower, with
erations notable because of their detheir convoys, bearing the Russian
Peeoliir Diuppoimee
and Japanese commissioners,were velopments of the art of instructing
are deaf and dumb in methods of comforced by a fog to put In at Newport,
J. D. Runyan, of Butlerville, O.,
R. L, Sunday, which delayed their ar- munication.
laid the peculiar disappearanceof
rival here, forcing a postponementof
DesperateNegro Killed.
his painful symptons of indigestion
24 hours of the functions arranged for
Lewisville,Ark., Aug. 4.— After kill- and biliousness to Dr. King’s New
their reception Monday. M. Witte left
ing two persons, seriously and prob- Life Pills. He says: “They area
the warship on which he was coming
ably fatally shooting two others, one
and, after visiting Boston, concluded a woman, and less seriously shooting perfect remedy, for dizziness, sour
his Journey by rail.
two more, Ike Kinney, a desperate stomach, headache, constipation,
Will Pay No Indemnity.
negro, was killed In a river bottom at etc.” Guaranteedat W. C. Walsh’s
It was learned here from men who Doella,six miles south of Lewisville, at drug store, price 25c.
have talked with M. Witte during the noon Thursday after a hot fight with a

W.

|

Portland, Ore., Aug. 5.— For the secjnd time, after deliberatingfor over
40 hours, a jury in the United States
district court Friday reported to Judge
de Haven that they were unable to reach
in agreement in the case of the United
States against Congressman J. N. WilUamson, Dr. Van Gessner and Former
United States CommissionerMarlon O.1
Biggs, charged with conspiracy tal
suborn perjury In connection With the
securing Illegally of part of the public!
domain, and was discharged.

j

j

Two

'Phone Companies to Merge.
Peoria, 111., Aug. j.— Representatives
of all the independenttelephone companies In Illinois are gathered in this
city for the purpoee of forming a pow-;
erful organization,the object of which
will be to fight for business in this

T$ Corel ftMii tallyTake LaxativeBromo Quinine Tablets. All druggists refund
id the money state.
If they fall to cure. E. W. Groves*
signature on every box.
Noted Soccthdtt ffttflArt Dead.
, Oft., Aftf . tr/kp. Evan I
Howrif4’long prominently^ldentlfled
If Nervous and Run Dovnf
with southern Journalism, died at noon
Sunday after am illness of three weeks,
brought on by a carbuncle complicated
with diabetes.

healthy, happy

them.

Children Suffocated.
Physicianand Surgeon.
Montevideo, Minn. Aug. 8.— Fire
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO DIS- Monday completely wrecked the interior of a two-story building used as a
EASES OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
wagon and machine shop. A ten-yearlight Galls Promptly Attended to
old daughter of Mrs. Anna Botten and
a six-year-olddaughter of George ReOffice over Breyman’s Store, comer viere were suffocated by smoke.

day. Ottawa telephone 110
H. H. BOEVE,

Philadelphia ...........
Chicago ................. ....51
Cleveland .............. ....53
New York ............... ....45
Boston ...............

Jury Again

— Tku eu k hud it—

Groceries^

The Lansing

A.

American league:

3t.

COFFEES

Painless Extracting

TOWER BLOCK, HOLLAND.

EXCURSION.

j

Guaranteed,

Oor. River and Eighth

York ...............
Pittsburg ............... ....61
Philadelphia ........... ....57.
Chicago ................. ....56
Cincinnati .............. ....49
St. Louis ............... ....36
Boston .................. ....31
Brooklyn ............... ....28

Detroit.................
Washington ............ ....35

TEAS and

feeling, dizziness,faintness, indlgi**
tlon, nervous prostration or the blUM,
bit
should take immediate action to wavd
off the serious consequences, and bft
i-stored to perfecthealth and strength
y taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta*
le Compound, and then write to Mra.
Pinkham, at Lvnn, Mass., for fnrthtr
free advice. No living person has had
the benefit of a wider experience hi
treating female Ills. She has guided
thousandsto health. Every anfferiag
woman should ask for and follow her
advice if she wants to be strong and
well.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

The following tables show the number of games won and lost and the percentage of clubs of leading baseball organizations. National league:
Clubs.
Won.’Lost.Per ct.
New

from 1

the

BASEBALL.

Office ever Deesbarg’g Orng Store

Dr.,

fflUlami'
blooding,

Scott

Makes Rules ForbtdlngOutside Business.

to their nationality, race or
Many of the prisoners are Jews, and
in an impromptu manner, mpving from
their compatriots in the United States
Inhabitants of German Provinces
recently petitlpned the Japanese govRebel— Outbreak Causing
ernment to grant freedom to "all vicGreat Concern.
tims of politicaloppression"now on
the Island. Any of the prisoners who
Berlin, Aug. 7.— The governor of
desire to make their homes on the
German East Africa telegraphed Satisland will be permittedto do so on
urday to the colonial bureau of the
declaring their allegiance to Japan.
foreign office that the natives in the

Operations Carefullyand Thoroughly Performed.

and

Piles! Piles!
Or.

O.

DENTIST.

ONSUMPTION Pries
OUGHSand 50c 4 $1.00

H»

Jambs

Dr.

WITH

are troubled with pain-

representativesof the warring
powers mean anything the conference
Washington,Aug. 8.— Secretary Wilat Portsmouthpromises to be the son, as a result of '.he admission of Dr.
crowning event In Mr. Roosevelt’s Salon; head of the departmentof anicareer as a statesman, but despite the mal industry, that he was a business
beaming manner In which the Presi- partner of the inventor of the gelatine
dent broke the conservatismof the meat Inspection label used by the deRussian and Japanese after he had partment, will issue rules for the offibrought them together with a few cials and employes of the department
friendly,informal words, he is by no of agriculture. The principal rule will
means sanguine of the ultimate result forbid employes becoming financially
President Fears Outcome.
Interestedin any business similar to
To a friend the president expressed that in which he la engaged as a pubhis fear that the envoys might find in- lic servant, or that bids for contracts
superable obstaclesat Portsmouth. Im- on which he may be called upon to
Wednesday, August 23rd. *
posed by the hom*e governmentsof the pass in his officialcapacity.
•' Special tram willfleiveHolland
belligerents. The failureof bis plan
It is promised that the inquiry Into
for an armistice has brought discour- the conduct of the bureau of animal in- at 8.00 a. m.
Rate for round trip, $1.50
agement, but there was nothing to dustry will be through. Besides decloud for an Instantthe success of this termining what, if any, relationsexistThe Michigan Agricultural colparticularday. The littlequestions of ed between Dr. Salmon and the com- lege stands at the h* ad of such inprecedence'whlch, It was feared, might pany which supplies the meat tag and stitutionsin the United States.
ruffle the diplomatic dignity of the am- ink used by the government Inspectors,
Take > our lunch basket and < njoy a
bassadors of peace were met effective- the Investigatorswill also look Into
days outing at this great college.
ly by the "come along boys" simplici- the charge that competitors of the soaw 30
ty of the president’smethods as host called “beef trust” were driven out of H. F. Moeller,G. P.
Meeting of the Envoys.
business by the refusal of the bureau
Dear Gus: — I have solved the
The actual meeting of the represen- to detail meat inspectorsfor the smallmother-in-law
problem, just give
tatives of the two enemies in the ori- er establishments.
her regularly Hollister’s Rocky
ent took place on board the Mayflower.
origin.
The president introduced the visitors AFRICAN NATIVES DEFIANT. Mountain Tea. It will make her

U

AGENT

honest endorsementn

ovarian troubles, that bearing-domi

Secretaryof Agriculture Wilson
BARON KOMURA.

it

Women who

ful or irregularmenstruation, bloating
(or flatulence), leuoorrhoea,falling, inflammation or ulcerationof theuteruak

CLERKS ARE WARNED.

Island of Sakhalin Now Entirely in
Hands of Japanese— Prisoners
to Be Liberated.

WALSH, HEBER,

tt. ^

1 f’

between

Druggist and
Toklo, Aug. 5.— The island of Sakhaaid
Pharmacist.
Full stock of
ft
Give us a call.
;oods pertaining to the business. lin Is now entirely in Japan’s hands.
Practically the entire Russian force
5 E. Eighth Street.
on the Island, 70 officers and 3,200 men,
J^OESBURG, H. Dealer in Drugs, surrendered with all guns, ammuniMedicines,Paints, Oils, Toilet tion, stores,papers and military supplies, on July 31. A Japanese civil
Articles.. Imported and Domestic
government over the Island will be escigars. 8th street.
tablished at once, the officials being
GOODS
GROCERIES on their way!
Washington,Aug. 5.— Japan will free
n If AN puxxEN, GABRIEL, Gen- the thousands of Russian political
’ eral Dealer in Dry Goods and prisoners who have been exiled to Sakhalin Island. Sakhalin has been RusGroceries,
Crockery’, Hats and Caps,
49 W.Sth
Holland ui
sia’s penal colony for many years. On
Flour Produce, etc. River St.
the island there are between 20,000 and
iHHSBsasasHsasHSHSHsa^
30,000 convicts.Thousands of these are
there as exiles from Russia because of
political offensee. Their only crime
F«r Over Fifty Tears
pLIEMAN, J. Wagon and Car- has been their opposition to the auriage Manufacturer, Blacksmith tocracy and the bureaucracy.
the makers of Clothcraft clothes
have been making good clothes. and Repair Shop. Dealer in' Agri- These exiles will be set at liberty by
Japan. All of them who desire to emiThis is the oldest house of its kind cultural Implements. River Street.
grate to foreign lands will be permitin this country, and it has an enviaHUNTLEY, A. PracticalMachiuistted to do so. The convicts who enble record for integrity and the
Mill and Engine Repairs a listed as volunteers in the Russian milquality of its product. The Lok.
specialty. Shop on Seventh Street itia will, of course, be treated as prisker Rutgers Co recommends Clothoners of war. These provisions will
near River St.
apply to all prisoners, without regard
craft as the best brand he has ever
G!

^

Ma»..wrltea:
Aug. S.-Wtth l»,h
^fTE.
sides claimingthat victory is certain Compound very efficacious, and often prefer them in the big labor war
WP^refWfe^ffiflkjilfisa
the telegrapher,of the Great Northern' dll
and Northern Pacific railroads, started youngestdaughter Is now takingTt for a
rely gaining in
in heaMfc
Its second week with no, immediate male weakness, and Is surely
and strength.
prospect of settlement.So far there
has been no violence reported on the rifle^naU^dlMaM to^Uch
St. Paul, Mlnn..

nlng of trains.

DRUGS & MEDICINES

^

1
!

graphers will ask him to Intervene. A I p
defectionof atrlher. In Idaho I. reported.

GARRISON SURRENDERS.
Repair Roofs

|

"Sd^^w^^o^

6.

Store, 8th St.

gravel

structor ever discovered to act directly

President Roosevelt feels that the first Attorney Genera, Moody. OBclal. », „
step has been fully as successfulas he both railways declaredthe strike Is prac-;e(ig« that they constantly prescribo
had dared to hope. If spontaneous tlcally a closed incident. They claim Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comcordialityand good feeling between that three-fourthsof the stations are ! pound in severe cases of female ills, at
supplied with agents. Train service thev know by experience It can be rw
showed improvementJames J. Hill is ' lle“ uP°n ®ffect tt our®- The follow*
expected here August 10 and the tele- 1 lnxj®uw prove*
4

pains that I feared I would lose my
mind. The Antl-Paln Pills gave me
relief In from 10 to 20 minutes. I do
not have to use Morphine any more.
I wish you would publish this so that
other sufferers may find relief."
I. A. WALKER.
R. P. D. No.
Salem. Ind.
Dr. Mile*' Antl-Paln Pill* are sold by
your druggist, who will guaranteethat
the first package will benefit If It
fall* he will return your money.
25 dOM*. 25 cent*. Never sold In bulk.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind

Drug

com-

Pbers.

hours at a time with such sever*

Office at

structed the avenues of Interstate

merce. The Western Union Telegraph uP°,n th« generative organs, positively
Oyster Bay, N. Y„ Aug. 7.— In no Im- company In connection with the Inquiry cj,ring tll8ea8e and restoringhealth and
perial court of the old world was the Saturdayannouncedthat that company
care>
(nm
dove of peace ever liberatedunder and Ita employe, are In no way Involved M p>rt,of tho country by women who
more favorable auspices than those in the strike of the railroad telegra- have been cured, trained nurses who
which attended her on the Mayflower
j have witnessed cures and physician*
Saturday under the shadow of SagaSt. Patti, Minn., Ang. 7.— President who have recognizedthe virtue of
more Hill.
Perhara, of the telegraphers’union, said | Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable ComWhether Japan and Russia agree he welcomed the fullest Investigation P001^, and are fair enough to givo
upon peace at Portsmouth or not. of the strike, when told of the action of credit where it Is due.

could get and could not find any relief
until I got a box of Dr. Miles AntiPain Plus. I sufferedas long as 12

Surgeon, Res. Corner Central

without

or]

Compound

^

HOLLAND

ITREMERS, H., Physician and

Plnkham’s

President Said to Fear End of War
Will Not Result from Conference— telegraphservice on the Great Northern cause it is a stimulant, not because it
and Northern Pacific railroadsin view is a palliative, but simply because it
Witte Opposes Indemnity and Cesof the government's duty to keep unob- the most wonderful tonic and recon-

BANKS

PHYSICIANS

Washington, Aug. 7.— Attorney GenPHYSICIANS PRESCRIBE
eral Moody Saturday telegraphedthe
United States district attorneys at Mad- LytHm E.
ison, Wls.; Milwaukee. Wis.; 81 Paul,
Vegetable
Minn.; Fargo, N. D.; Helena, Mont.;
Boise, Idaho; Spokane, Wash.; Seattle,
Wash.; and Portland, Ore., to Investlgate the facte as to the Interruptionof the diMMe, 0V wora,okln‘j ls not

past few days that he is unalterablyop- posse of citizensthat had surrounded
Next Dty
posed to an Indemnity. In this be is him.
supportedby public sentiment in RusThe next day is never as good as
sia. He comes here to make peace, if
Two Perish In Fire.
the day before. Don't wait too long
peace can be made, and his positioncan
Milford,O., Aug. 7.— Mrs. Leslie before going to the Lokker-Rutgers
be described as an envoy who wants Creamer and daughter, aged six Co. to get into a Clothcraftsuit or
peace, who will welcome peace, but who months, living near Edenton,were
15-tf
Is not willingto purchase peace at any burned to death Monday. Mrs. Creamprice. Japan, the Russians understand, er used gasoline instead of coal oil in
also wants peace. It is the opinion of starting a Are in the cook stove. An
those who have talked with M. Witte explosion followed and both, with the
At Defiance, Ohio, Annual Enthat he will earnestly strive for peace, house, were burned before help reached
campment
August 14-19. Tickets
and the pessimism toward the outcome, the
>
as displayed by both Japanese and Ruson sale at rate of one fare plus 25
Many Escape from Jail.
sians, is more fancied than real. It can
cents for the round trip.
Sioux Falls, la., Aug. 5.— There was
be stated authoritativelythat the RusH. F. Moeller, General Passensians will cede no territory.They con- a wholesale jail break from the county
ger
30 at
Jail
Friday
morning,
eight
prisoners
essider this a colonial war and say the
Jlputte hare
no territoryand caping. They were charged with burtherefore nffiet oot^ft for a ceesion. glary and highway robbery.
For Sale Cheap
Ttay afe wflfln* to five up Port Arthur
Beautiful home located at
Oscar to Take a Rest
and the control of Korea, and they will
Stockholm, Sweden, Aug. 8.— King West 12th street.
not haggle very long about minor matOscar has left the capital In search of
this
ters. They are firm on the indemnity
quiet and rest, .and Crown Prince Gusabove numproposition.
tave will again be appointed regent.
ber for information.
tf;

overcoat.

UNION VETERANS UNION

scene.

Agent.

pm

V'"

The Sunday school of the First
Alterations are being made on the
the
Bom to Mr, and Mrs. S.
Methodist church picnickedat Mac- drug store of G. J. Fisher on Seven- clair, Saturday— a daughte

Additional Local

Mis. Wm. Verhoeks, an oid Sresi- atawaPark today,
iotof Grand Haven died Tuesday; ,)oni
and

tetnth

street. -

W.

Sin-

Peter Mulder is building a fine
doesn’t pay tor a neighbor’s residence on Michigan Ave. the con»t the age of 5
Lage, West Thirteenth street, Sun- cat to get to numerous on a neigh- tractor is John
,
bors premises. G<o. Barber shot
The premium lists of the Berlin day— a daughter.
Brook trout are pretty wary but
Ge'o. Straight’s cat just because it
Imrarenow ready of distribution,1
.
and* copv will be mailed to any ad | Miss Klaussen who was recently got unusually numerous ardund his they «can not escape Peter Dulyea and
Fred Fritsch.These twonnelers reby applying to the secretary, clll08e!1 -^ ^her
the public. farm near Alpena B^ach.
turned from a northern trip with 87
M
HinAQ
Rorlm
schools
at
(irand
Haven
has
decided
JL Hines, Berlin, Mich.
* Employees and employers of the of the beauties.
to remain in this city.
1

to

years.

Jlra. George

If

Brinks.

Malaflal „„

....

viinK

Weakness
'takes the joy of life away and opens1
_rthe system to disease. Assist Nature,
'avoid strong drugs, use a gentle Treatment.

m

|
j

_

Harold- Bertseh Shoe company of
The date for the Allegan carnival
While working in C. L- King &
__________
Herman D. Masslich, field man- Grand Rapids had a glorious picnic
been changed. It will
be held________
the
Co.’s factory last Saturday Benjamin
week of August 14-19, instead of a ager of the InternationalDirectory at Jenison Electric Park Saturday.
VanPutten’sbig toe of his right foot
«tek later as first announced. The company, of Marion, Ind., is here in Dinner was served to 100 at “The
was nearly cut off. Dr. Thomas
fremen are working hard to make it the interests of the new directory for Pines.”
dre^ed the injury. y
slug
Holland City to be issued soon.
G. VerBerg has sold his 20 acre
/ The three months-old pon of Mr.
The latter part ot ttie week the ; Sidney Jarvis struck the frame of farm near the fair grounds to Peter and Mrs. Geo. Smeenge, East Fourtench owned by Edward T. the punching bag machine at Jeni- Karsten for $3, 0(H). Mr. Karsten teenth street, died Wednesday mornBertsch of Mill Creek, arrived in son Electric park while giving a bag went to Alabama two years ago, reing.. The funeral will be held today
port and it is rumored that there punching exhibitionMonday night turning to Holland about two weeks
it 2 o’clock.
wi) be a trial of speed soon be- and injured his right hand, split- ago. Manv others who went south at
that time have returned to Michigan.
tween the Mill Creek product and ting the skin over the knuckles.
Johflrne Boone is elated by the
a couple of the local launches. The
winning made by Camelia at KalaThere will be an illustrated lec- mazoo where the little mare captured
John Conover Inst Sunday fell be
Mcewill not be for fun.
tween the driveway and the sidewalk ture on Japan and the Japanese, at the J ,000 purse offered by the La
Tie attachment case of Isaac Levy where the waves have washed away the Ventura Methodist church, Tues- Verdo Cigar company of Kalamazoo
the Grand Haven Glove cora- the sand on the lake shore front at day, August 15. Rev. A. T. Luther for the 2:20 trot. The best time was
Macatawa and
was
injured
internal rill give the lecture which will be 2:14 hut still Camelia had speed left.
f*ij has been settled out of court, --------------------------------the creditorsall received 90 ly. He was taken to his home in Chi illustrated by one hundred beautiful
painted views on 300 square feet of
lon the dollar giving them more cago Sunday night on the steamer
At the annual meeting of the

—

In

n

__

|

success.

'

1

_

,

_

canvass.
than was expected. The property has Puritan.
been in the hands of the sheriffsince
FerdinandFletcher of Robinson Postmasters G. VanSchelven of
Jaly 1 and the amount was for
was arrested Monday by Deputy Holland and Glerum of Zeeland have
.
jointly made applicationfor an adSheriff Salsbury for stealinga log
ditional morning mail from Grand
Cbogressman aud Mrs. William chain from Frank' Smith of Olive.
Rapids to arrive sometime daring
Akte l&nith and son William sailed Fletcher pleaded guilty to Justice
the forenoon by the Interurban.A
Hunton
at
Grand
Haven
and
was
Vamiay for Europe, where they will
representative of the postoffice destay for about two months. Mr. fined $12 and costs amountingto
partment was here last Wednesday.
South goes as a delegate to the in- $23.40 which he paid.

m

-

Tonic Pellets will help the

natural forces j

feed the blood and
Lpaint the bloom of health on the cheeks.

,to restore perfect health,

‘

A Treatment

that Ciifes

without unpleasant effects, afy

^

Complete Treatment

sS*,.
afi* Co.

25c.

st

.

For Sale by Geo-

L Lage 160 W

13th

St

stockholders of the Walsh DeRoo

& Cereal, Co. Monday after
noon the following directors were
elected: G. J. Diekema, D. J. Te|
Roller, H Bradshaw, H. Tien, H.
Milling

made T° ORdeR

Suits

j

Walsh, Isaac Marsilje,
Joseph

Wamock

Wm.

Brusse.

Not much need be said to those who have ever bought
6ne, either about the cloth or the way that they are
made; to those who are not familar with them we

j

of this city has

member of the state
central committee of the Socialist
Party of the state of Michigan in1
place of Vernon F. King, who resigned to take the position of state
been appointed a

ternationalparliamentary congress
Miss E- M. Cappon, missionary to
at Brussels and also to investigate ^ Look out amateur launch pilots China, will arrive in this city to______________
______
__
You may have to get a license before morrow. With her will be Jlrs. P.
tede
conditions in ___
the German
em
pbe^ being commissionedfor this y°u are allowed to run your yachts DeBruyn, her sister, who accom- organizer of the Socialistparty.
“ pose fey the state department. next yaar. Stricter laws to govern panies her from Europe. Miss Capv will sail upon the Kaiser fh® operation of gasoline launches of pon is a daughter of the late Isaac
George Peterson left Sunday for
_ helm der Grosse, the same boat l®89 than fifteen tons will be asked Cappon and a sister of John J. and the Cnitha Indian reservation in
Utah and Colorado to take up
wpun which the Russian peace com- for by the associationof steamboat Abe Cappon of this city.
muoners
---- came over and will go di- n,ftn which meets in the fall. Ignorgovernment land. Mr. Peterson is
The ladies of the Methodist well known here. He was employed
jwt to Berlin, where Mr. Smith will anoe of pilots of the launches has
alarm among masters of church have engaged the services of in the Cappon & Bertsch Leather
fnt greet the American ambassador.caused
-----------Mrs. Estella Gillette Moulton for company for three years.
He will next see Baron von Stern- larger vessels.
Friday evening August 18; and Mr.
Berg; thn German ambassador to the
Edwin N. Gardner of Cheboygan,
Dining room tables are the theme Arthur C. Lunn, organist. Mrs.
Ihufled States,and will be his guest
deputy
dairy and food inspector,
ofjas.
A.
Brouwer’s
advertisement
Moulton
is
a
leading
soprano
in
the
for a time.
washeie
this week looking over the
this week. Fine ones are offered, Chicago Grand Opera next Reason.
food
products
in the stores and ice
fit*, ainf Mrs. Gerrit Brouwer of all in solid oak, with easy running Watch for farther notice in the
cream
soda
fountains
in the city.
Mew Holland received a telegramlast extension slides. They are very papers.
Mr.
Gardner
vyas 'ergeant at-arms of
week announcingthat their sou, presentable and are as durable as
Prof. A. J. Ladd, who about four tjie sta{e senate last session,
the
Iter, was drowned at Hilmore, they are presentable.
years ago had charge of the chair of
& B), where he owned a 100 acre >eauty of the whole thing is that if pedagogy at Hope college and who Mrs. Philip Spulen of. Orange
lanestead . The deceased was thirty rou buy at Brouwer’s you will
since that time has been doing
0 City, Iowa, who was taken to a Chiyean of age and left for the West lave something to put on the table
special work at Ann Arbor aud other cago hospital for treatment some
aemr years ago. He is well known when it is deliveredto your home. educational centers,has accepted
t si
—. ...I.. W
^
a time
ago, is improving nicely. When
tee, having taught school at West For Mr. Brouwer not only sells at
very desirable position mi the State she gets a Itttie stronger she will
Jtenthe at one time. Besides, his par a close margin, being able to do so
University«t Grand Forks, Dakota come to this city to visit her parents
ofctehe is survived by three sisters on account of the large volume of
and has moved to his new home.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Boone, sr.
and six brothers. The remains were his business, but he sells on the
taught to New Holland for inter- easy payment plan and— well you
While the four-year old daughter
Mrs. Sophia Wilkins employed at
meot Parents of the dead man have understand.
of Mr. and Mrs. Wm- Dennison was
the Gilner hotel, Grand tlaven,
snared a letter from SheriffJ. R.
playing with a shepherd dog on her while in an intoxicated condition, asBdett, who says Peter went in
The tenth annual regatta was parents premises the dog bit her saulted Mrs. Augusta L.Zeitlowat
ttating in a small lake on a farm pulled off in snappy wind and right cheek frightfully. John H. the latter’s home, nearly killing her;
drove Justice Hunton sentenced the Wilwhere he was working. He was alone scrappy seas but the mariners did Kooyers, parkjsuperintendent,
and it is supposed he was taken with not mind that. Rather they con- the animal away or the result might kins woman to the Detroit house of
'namps
sidered it the most favorable adjunct have been worse. It ia bad enough correction for 65 day*.
to the event. Every turn around the as it is, as the little girl will bear a
Just one question: Did you ever
Resorters at Saugatuck are at- buoys was a race for your life and scar fora long time, probably forthink how much you save or how
teacted to the Singaporebend by rejoicing is rife accordingly. The ever.
much you could save by trading at
the operation of the hydraulic prize winners were: Cruiser class—
A touring car from Grand Rapids
the 5 and 10 cent store, 56 East 8th
dredge with which most of the new Jeannette;prize, cut glass wine set;
while passing a horse driven by
street? By all means save the
•tame) through the harbor will be twenty-one foot raceabout class—
Casper Belt on the park road near
pennies. No articles on our first
cot. A large iron spout is sunk to Madcap; prize, silver cup; thirtyJas. L. Conkey’s place in about the
floor above 10 cents. Higher priced
the river bottom and as the ma- foot sloop class — Widsith; prize,
same spot that R. M. DeMerrill’s mahousehold or kitchen necessities we
chine turns the sand is drawn up valuable lunch hamper; thirty-five
chine met with an a<y?identlast year,
sell on our second floor at the same
By the suction and forced across foot yacht class— Xaiad; prize, pair
went a little too close to the road
money saving prices as down stairs.
themer in iron- pipes to the flat cut glass decanters; special class C
edge and slipped down the embankbelow Mt. Baldhead. At present event
Raven; prize, cut glass ment striking against a tree. No
At last it seems as if the dreams
tire dredge is uncovering the old punch bowl. The points made by
great injuries were suffered and but
of an electric road extending from
dab wharf built by a lumbering the prize winner in both day’s races
slight damage was done.
Holland to Benton Harbor is about
firm in 1895, the piles being still in
are, Jeannette,6; Madcap 15;
slur state of preservation. Old Widsith, 5; and Naiad, 4. Saturday
In a big flower bed in front of the to be realized. Many rumors of a
scsideiMs of the village say that beHotel
Macatawa were found Tuesday road from Benton Harbor connectevening as a fitting ending to the
fare the cut is extended many feet
morning
by C. S. Dutton four empty ing with the G. R ., H. & C. Intermost successful regatta ever held by
tibe lower frame of a sawmill and
purses,
a
quantity of receipts and urban at Saugatuck have been heard
the Lake Michigan Yachting assopedreps one or two fish shanties ciation,a dance and the presentation other private papers and annual but the first decisive steps to make
wi!) be uncovered. The top of the
the rumors a reality were taken
of prizes was held at the home of the passes belonging to C. L. Kendal,
rood hill which now covers these Macatawa Bay Yacht club.
agent of the Topeka & Sante Fe rail- Tuesday when the Michigan Terfanaken buildingsof pioneer days
way, which were stolen from him on minal & Transfer Co. asked the Benii nearly 4c feet above the level of
Peppermintdistilling is only just Venetian evening. The papers and ton Harbor council for a franchise to
•he river and has been caused by commenced and only the old fields purses were lightly covered by sand enter that city. The company will
the winds during the last 40 years.
build a $40,000 bridge across the
are being cut, but the yield so far in- and (damaged by moisture. They
ship canal and continue north along
dicates that the crop will be quite were secreted there by pickpockets
the lake shore to South Haven and
who
made
a
haul
in
the
Venetian
*Tm going to marry him anyway. light. The heavy plants seem to be
Saugatuck.The terminal of the
night
crowd.
I don’t care what they say. I love him lacking in leaves, which are the
road will be at the union station of
and 1 am going to marry him, even parts that contain the oil. The new
“Venetian Evening” was a night the Pere Marquetteand Big Four.
MI have to wait.” Thus did pretty settings of mint will no doubt yield
of enchantraerft.The electricaldis- This looks Hke business but the
IB-year-old Lizzie Milne living near much better and all reports lead to
play from Point Superior around the time of the completion of the road is
Zedand express herself to Detective the belief that the market this fall
circlfe of resorts was brilliantin ef- an open question. Here’s hoping
Bergever Saturday afternoon when, will be strong. All the old oil has
fect and the fireworks display was that it is not far distant.
at the instance of the girl’s parents, been disposedof and buyers are al
dazzling. About 18,000 people witafis and William Tromp, a 20-year- ready looking over the local field.
di Zeeland boy with whom she Rudd and Shellhouse, mint dealers nessed the celebration and pronounce Delegatesfrom Colorado Springs
it Ihe best of all. There were no
duped, were arrested at the home of from Brunson, were here Thursday
stopped in Holland Tuesday fora
accidents worth recording, but a
young man’s grandparents. to get some pointers on the market
couple from’ Ottawa Beach were short time on their way to the 51st
Tromp became very well acquainted and, as might be expected, they have
doused in the Bay. They got out so session of the InternationalTypo
with the girl while she was working a differentreport to make. They estiquickly and retreated into obscurity graphical Union which wilf be held
in Zeeland, and clandestine meetings mate Michigan’s mint oil crop this
so quickly that their names could m Toronto. Among the party were
toek place. Young Tromp saystL. year at 300,000 pounds and state that
not be ascertained. Pickpockets W. J. Snyder, president of the union
gsr) wrote him, asking that he meet with such a crop they do not look
at Colorado Springs, and Mr. Dea
got in their work and several purses
Mas aad he came to Holland, hired a for mint to go above $2 per pound
con custodian of the Union Printers
were lifted.
wig aad drove at midnight to the and are not ready to pay even that
Home at Colorado Springs. At presgirls home, ten miles out of Zeeland much at present. Local growers, who
Dr. G. J Kollen, president of Hope ent Mr. Deacon says that {here are
came out and they drove to Hoi keep posted on the market, are con- College announced Tuesday after- 132 printers at the home. The deleted and went to Grand Rapids on fident that the price will reach last noon that an interested person in the gates from the Springs are going to
tfie train, going right to Mr. and Mrs year’s high mark of $3.56, but they
east whose name he is forbidden to try and land the next convention for
WBtem Pyecock’s home. At l may be mistaken . With the yield at make public at this'time will donate their city. A number of union printrfitefc Saturday morning the parents 30 pounds per acre, it is estimated to the college $30,000 to be used for’ ers from Grand Rapids met the deleifoosnered
that the e...
girl had Bgone that it costs the grower not far from the erection of a girl’s dormitory. gates here
-------here and showed them the
II
authoritieswere noti- $ 1 per pound to grow and distill the The money will be availablebefore towm In the Grand Rapids party was
Detectives Youngs and oil, counting rent of ground at $6 January 1 and it is thought that Jhe M- O’Conner, foreman of the Grand
Bergmwr were sent out on the case per acre. The grower who last year dormitory will be built on the north- Rapids Press, and Mr. Shepard,
ad proBH?tly located the couple. Xt sold at $3-56 per pound certainly east corner of the campus. The proof reader for the Press, who is
fiaiquartersthe runaways were con- made a good profit. A. M. Todd, building will accommodate from 60 also a member of the board of
' J witfi: the girl's parents. The who is the leading grower and dealer to 70 students. The news of this trustees of the home in Colorado
ics and
in this country, is said to be enbreak the would- couraging ths belief that high prices
bother- will rule this year.— Fennville
Herald.
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long service, lots of wear
plenty. Come
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DYKEMA,
THE TAILOR
Rutgers

Over Lokker &

41 East 8th
th JStreet

CYRAX CYRAX
The best and only stain Remover form clothing, carpets and Rugs; It leave* no
•treaks : Refreshes collars and restores their originallusfer. For Sale Here.
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